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Abstract

The work in this thesis is in the fields of profilometry and Fourier transform

spectrometry.

Deformation measurement of diffirse objects by phase stepping was achieved by

thermal frequency drift in a HeNe laser. The system was easy to construct, required

no specialised components, was immune to the effects of piezo-actuator hysteresis,

and was capable of producing phase maps in which noise was less than 11201 .

A method was proposed for measuring absolute surface profile by scanning frequency

over the range of a white light source. The coincidence technique of coherence radar

was used to measure surface prof,rles in three dimensions to micron accuracy. Spatial

techniques were developed to process the large data set quickly and efficierrtly.

A,novel Fourier transform spectrometer was developed to measure the spectrum of

narrowband light sources. Heterodyning techniques gave a resolution of 0.01nm with

a free spectral range of =2.5nm. The Sagnac corlmon path design afforded

immunity to vibration. The mode structure and mode hopping characteristics of a

typical laser diode were measured as a function of diode injection current.

An improved Fourier transform spectrometer was developed. Based on a Michelson

interferometer. The instrument could resolve to 0.013nnr over a =3nm free specual

range. Instrument operation was simplified and functionality was extended to non

point sources.
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Chapter 1. General

Introduction

This thesis is an investigation in interferometry. Novel interferometric devices have

been devetroped in the fields of profilometry and spechometry. Motivations for this

research have been to develop new profiling techniques for possible indusfiial

applications which are presented in Part I of this thesis. The spectrometric

investigations were a result of the need to accurately characterise the light sources

used not only in profiling surfaces, but in general use in a busy optics laboratory. This

research is presented in Part II.

Surface profilometry is a well established field and many techniques have been

developed with various ranges and resolutions. The instrumentation that was

developed here was capable of measuring diffuse and mirror surfaces. The technique

of phase stepping by changing the injection current of a laser diodel has been

established for some time and is applied here to deformation measurements in the

speckle regime. The laser diode which required feedback control was then replaced by

a simple, inexpensive application of the frequency drift in a HeNe lasef. This novel



technique enabled deformation measurements of resolution )" 120 over several

microus.

An area of interest in three-dimensional profilometry is measurement to micron

resolution, over several millimetres range. White light coherence radar techniques of

frequency scanning and coincidence measurement were used to measure mirror and

diffuse surfaces.

A consequence of using laser diodes in any instrument is the need to characterise their

behaviour. These off-the-shelf items are prone to multi-modal output and mode

hopping. A spectrometer was developed based on the stable Sagnac design3 to

measure niurow band sources to resolutions of tens of picometers. Further

development resulted in the building of a Michelson interferometer based instrumenta

with improved usability and operational range.



PART f - Opticul

ProIiIometry

The work, presented in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3, uses interferometric methods for

prof,rlometry. Four instruments were built, two for deformation measurement in the

presence of speckle to a resolution of 1120, and two for absolute distance

measurements to micron accuracy, also where speckle was present.

The deformation measurements rely on long established phase stepping techniques.

Phase stepping was accomplished by scanning the frequency of the instrument light

source, dispensing with the need for moving parts. Frequency control by varying the

temperature or injection current of a laser diode is a well established and convenient

technique. A new technique2 of phase scanning by frequency drift in a HeNe laser

was developed to avoid the mode hopping and multi-modal behaviour of common

laser diodes.



The field of phase measurement interferometry is well covered in the review article of

Creaths. The phase stepping algorithm was first suggested by Carre6 in the late sixties.

Early work in the seventies by BruningT et al, among others, established the phase

stepping technique for any number of equally spaced phase steps.

Phase stepping is often combined with related techniques, eg. holography, and new

technologies to measure surface deformations and profiles. More specifically,

Hariharan, Oreb, and Brown8 combined the minimum three phase step technique with

holography to produce high accuracy deformation measurements with the camera data

being stored digitally for the first time. Kato, Yamaguchi, and Pinge combined the

popular four step algorithm with a CCD camera and a frequency conuolled laser

diode for automatic deforrnation measurement.

The advent of the laser diode, CCD cameras, and modern computers have driven

improvements in profile measurement. The review article of Ishiil covers

developments in laser diode interferometry including phase stepping measurements

and modulation techniques. Measurement of distances greater than a wavelength by

frequency scanning a laser diode was introduced by Kikuta, Iwata, and Nagatalo.

Tatsuno and Tsunoda rrintroduced a simpler modulation method with a 100x100

pixel CCD array for three-dimensional surface measurement.

FM radar techniques in conjunction with laser diodes were introduced by Kubota,

Nara, and Yoshinott to measure absolute distance, displacement and displacement

direction using two photo-diode sensors.

Suematsu and Takedat3 used a Fourier transform technique for fringe analysis. This

method allowed detection of reflections from multi-layer targets.

Barnes, Eiju, and Matsudala used an extemal cavity diode laser to maximise the stable

frequency scan range and measure absolute surface profile with a CCD camera. They

showed that the resolution possible for a frequency scanning system is equivalent to

that of a two-wavelength system and is therefore limited by the frequency range over

which the diode will lase.



Dresel, Hausler, and Venzkels introduced the method of coherence radar. The

resolution was increased by using an incoherent light source. By re-introduction of a

moving mirror and measurement of the resulting interferograms with a CCD array,

micron resolution profiles of even diffuse objects in the presence of speckle were

measured.

In this thesis, the first absolute distance measuring instrument developed combined

the frequency scanning radar techniques with the broad frequency range afforded by

incoherent light sources. The second used the coherence radar technique of Dresells et

al where spatial speckle analysis was proposed to improve processing time and data

storage requirements.

These instruments were expected to be used for the profiling of diffuse surfaces

producing speckled output. Fortunately the field of speckle interferometry is an

established one with the behaviour of coherent and partially coherentl6 light reflected

from diffuse surfaces well understoodlT. While some instruments must include optical

spatial filters to remove the amplitude modulating affectsls of speckle, the profiling

method of phase stepping deformation analysisre, is naturally robust.

To summarise, the work on profilometry presented here was in the areas of phase

stepping via frequency scanning, coherence radar, and optical frequency domain

reflectometry (OFDR). Light sources employed included an infra-red laser diode,

HeNe laser, and a tungsten halogen lamp. Instruments were based on Michelson and

Mach-Zender interferometers.



Chapter 2. Phase Stepping

Profilometers

2.1. Introduction

Two phase stepping instruments are discussed in this chapter. The first apparatus built

used a phase locked laser diode that helped to establish facility with techniques in the

field and was used to determine deformation of objects in the specular reflection

regime to high accuracy, = ilZO. The second instrument introduced the novel

technique of phase stepping by frequency drift in a HeNe laser. Deformations of

diffuse objects in the speckle reflection regime were measured to high resolution.

Measurement of surface deformation by frequency scanning a laser source was

particularly attractive as it could be implemented with no moving parts. This meant

instrument resolution and accuracy were not limited by any mechanical device. The

three step algorithm was selected for minimum data acquisition and ease of

implementation. The data acquisition system, a black and white CCD camera coupled

with a 5l2x5l2 pixel digitiser, gave true three-dimensional profiling with good



Phase stepping is a well established

technique in interferometry for

recovering path differences to high

accuracy. Interferometer phase and

optical path difference, OPD, are

lateral as well as depth resolution. Computer control was central to both insffuments

through maintaining the phase lock, data acquisition, and post processing.

2.2. Theory

An introduction to basic phase stepping by moving a miror is given in section 2.2.1.

Section 2.2.2 discusses the scanning method used in the experiments with particular

attention to errors in the recovered phase. Application of phase stepping in the speckle

regime is then examined.

2.2.1. The Phase Stepping Algorilhm

Laser
(v)

related through, 0 =
ZnvOPD

c

where v is the light frequency.
i x-y plane

The interferometer phase, in the x-y

plane, can be recovered from the

intensity distribution by inserting a Figure l:

known phase step into an interferometer'

interferometer. In the simple

Sensor

Michelson interferometer shown in Figure l, this can be accomplished by moving the

reference mirror, M/. This process is repeated at least three times to recover the

interferometer phase, and therefore path difference.

The algorithm is simple and starts with the interferometer equation,

M1

M2

Path
Dffirence

Michelson phase stepping

/,(",y) = A(x,y)+ B(.r, y)cos(p(x, y)+ 6Q,) Eq.1



The three unknown variables, A,B,andQ, can be recovered from the simultaneous

equations generated by inserting known phase shifts, 5y.=znv6(opo), into the
c

interferometer and measuring the resulting intensity distribution, I,(*,y).

Rearranging, for the three step algorithm where 5Q, = 0,2nf3,4nf3, gives the phase,

2I ,(x,y) - I2(x,y)- 1, (*, y)

Of course QG, y) is bound between + n . Any path differences out of this range

cannot be distinguished without some unwrapping algorithm where, by assuming a

smoothly changing surface, any abrupt 2n jrmps are due to the boundary restriction.

The surface, s(x, y), is then,

'(',y) =fi0\,il

where y is the frequency of the light source. A factor of two has been added to

compensate for the interferometer measuring the optical path difference.

Four step and six step algorithms are also popular. The four step algorithm is over

constrained giving a more robust measurement. The six step algorithm does not

assume any apriori knowledge of the magnitude of the phase steps. This reduces

errors associated with inexact stepping which arise through the mechanical movement

of the interferometer mirror. Unfortunately the frame grabber could only store four of

the intensity distributions recorded with the CCD camera. The three step algorithm

was selected to minimise the data storage required and to leave the fourth frame free

for error checking, cf section 2.7.3.

2.2.2. Phase Stepping by Frequency Scanning

In this case, phase stepping can be accomplished by frequency scanning the laser

source. Interferometer phase was a function of both path difference and frequency.

8

QG,i= tun-'I Ji(rr(',y)- I,(r,y)\



Eq. 1 requires that interferometer phase be stepped by, 60,. Scanning the laser

frequency from v -+ vo + Av, gave,

d,(r,y) =4lvu(opD,,"^+ s(x, y))+ nv,(oro^"- +"(", y))] Eq- 2
c

The frst phase term is the standing path difference and was constant for each phase

step. The second term is the surface profile which was to be recovered. The third term

is the phase step which, using the three step algorithm *ur, O,!,or+.

The fourth term is a step dependent phase error. To calculate the expected error in the

recovered phase, Eq. 2 is expressed as,

Ir = A+ Bcos/

Iz = A+ Bcos(/ +!* A>

It = A+ Bcos(/ +!+zd>

 rAvsG -.\
where $- "'-'-t'-'tt and (x,y) dependence is assumed for brevity. After some

c

algebra the expression,

tanQu

was obtained where, /u is the phase shift including error and the approximations,

cosd=cos2d=1, sind =6, and sin26 =26 have been made. An estimate of the

phase eror was therefore,



=u[* *cosxr+]

The ftequency st€rp neeessary to ehange interfersmeter pheee is

ifferferometer standing opticat path d"ifferenee, L,v=#,
,\

6=-4P. Finally,
\OPD

Xn this intede'rometer the path difference wa$ much greater than the surface pnofile,

.80 0 0o
Phaee, (d6gl

Flgure 2.: Phase error os afrnctlon af r.ttcu,surcment hrtetfcrometer plwse,

Phds. Enor in th€ Thre€ $tap Atgorlthm

56 =Y=0-tmla' (atan/ I
l--ao- J

a ftrnction of the

d was therefore"

E
e
liu
a
6
Eo

IO



^ 2trv"s?.v\
d << " u-\"'// to minimise the effect of this error terrn. The phase error was

c

calculated using experimental parameters of OPD = 600mm with a maximum surface

depth r(r,y) =lmm. Figure 2 shows the behaviour of A/ as a function of / in the

range - n < Q < n, where the maximum phase error equated to = Q.5 nm. This small

error was then negligible and the phase was recovered as in section 2.2.1by,

"F(rr(", 
y)- I"(t,y))

21,(x, y) - I r(x,y) - 1, (r, y)

with

t("' y)= QG,i.
4two

2.2.3. Phase Stepping in the Speckle Regime

Speckle reflection from a diffuse surface has random intensity and phase, cf. Figure 3.

Applying the phase stepping method to a diffuse surface recovered the random phase

distribution, Q,*d(r, y).

The absolute surface shape could

not be measured but small

deformations could. Stress was

applied to the surface and then a

second phase distribution was

recorded. This distribution was a

combination of the random phase

and the deformation due to the

applied stress,

t t -. -.1 , 4nv6s(x,y)
Q,.,a\x,Y/+-'

C

0G,i= ru"-'I

Figure 3: Typical speckle pattern for scaftering

from a dtfuse object.
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Provided the speckle distributions had not decorrelated, the difference between the

two distributions eliminated the random phase profile and left only the phase change

due to the deformation, ds(.r,y).

2.3. Dual Michelson Phase Stepping Profilometer

2.3.1. Interferometer Design

The frequency scanning, phase stepping profilometer needed to be able to,

r Scan the frequency of the light source.

o Set the phase shift for each phase step.

o Measure the output intensity distributions.

o Calculate the phase distributions and therefore the deformation of the objects

under test.

The dual Michelson phase stepping interferometer is shown in Figure 4 where two

interferometers operate side by side. The light source was a 5mW laser diode,

operating at =790nm, recycled from a CD player. The diode was scanned in

frequency by altering the injection current.

The 'measurement' interferometer was of a Michelson type with a large path

difference. For a given change in frequency, the interferometer phase shift was a

function of the standing path difference in the interferometer, as stated in section

2.2.2. A second ocontrol' interferometer, with the same light source, had three times

the path difference of the measurement interferometer. Any frequency change would

produce three times the phase change as that in the measurement interferometer. So,

when 2n of control interferometer phase was scanned, + of measurement
3

interferometer phase was scanned. Therefore by monitoring the control interferometer

output intensity the required phase step for the three step algorithm could be set.

12



The design incorporated two interferometers operating side by side. The control

interferometer's beam path is highlighted in grey. Mirror Ml was corlmon to both

interferometers. Light from the laser diode was collimated and propagated through

beamsplitter 82, where half the light was lost, on to beamsplitter B/.

For the measurement interferometer, light was then imaged onto the test object,

initially a mirror, by lens L2 and microscope objective MO and also onto the reference

mirror M|. MI was set by trial and error to a path difference that produced the

required phase change in the interferometer for only a very small change in diode

frequency. After reflection and recombination at Bl he output was imaged onto the

CCD camera by beamsplitter 82 and lens L/. An aperture was included to block

spurious reflections and to control the average speckle size for any diffirse surfaces to

be measured.

The output of the control interferometer was measured by a photo diode. After 81,

light was diverted to mirror M3 which was mounted on a translation stage. The 3:1

ratio was tested by comparing the intensity of the pixels in the CCD camera output

before and after a 2n phase shift as measured by the reference interferometer. M3 was

Test
Object

Photo
Diode

BI

CCD
Camera

Figure 4: Dual Michelson Interferometer

MO L2
Laser
(v)LI

Apenure

x-y plane

t3



adjusted until the intensities were the same.

The CCD camera data was stored by a four frame digitiser/framegrabber in the

computer.

2.3.2. Feedback Control of the Phase Step.

Interferometer phase was controlled by the computer through a feedback loop. The

frequency of the laser diode was a function of junction temperature and therefore

injection current. The purpose of the feedback loop was two fold. Firstly, to stabilise

the phase output of the measurement intetferometer the control interferometer needed

to be monitored constantly. Secondly, to frequency shift the laser to implement the

phase stepping algorithm. Figure 5 is a block diagram of the elements of the feedback

control circuit.

Computer

Figure 5: Block diagram of the feedback control circuit.

t4



The frequency of the diode was scanned by a linear change in the injection culrent.

The output intensity of the control interferometer, and therefore the photo diode

signal, varied sinusoidally. The control interferometer was locked to a maximum as

shown in Figure 6, point (A). When the frequency drifted the intensity decreased. It

was necessary to determine which side of the intensity maximum the output had

drifted so that the current could be either decreased or increased to compensate.

The laser diode injection current was modulated by a signal generator at IlkHz

therefore modulating the diode frequency and the interferometer phase. In Figure 6

the mean light intensity incident on the photo diode is the sirme at points (B) and (C).

However the high frequency intensity fluctuations of the interference signals at (B)

and (C) would be 1800 out of phase. By comparing the phase of the oscillation with

the phase of the signal generator, the interferometer phase was known and therefore,

whether to increase or decrease the laser current to compensate.

This comparison was made using a lock-in amplifier which multiplied the photo diode

output with a reference from the signal generator. The output of the lock-in was

proportional to the amplitude of oscillation of the photo diode signal, ie. the distance

from the peak the signal had drifted, and its sign was positive for in-phase intensity

fluctuations and negative for anti-phase fluctuations.

The lock-in output signal was then measured by a 12 bit analogue to digital converter

Photo
Diode
Signal

Figure 6: Photo Diode signal as afunctiott of the spatial distribution.

t5
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controlled by a hardware intemrpt routine, written in assembly language, running in

the background on a 66MHz AT computer. The intemrpt routine acted as an

integrator by adding the digitised signal to an accumulator. The accumulator output

was used to control the laser current via a 12 bit digital to analogue converter. This

output was updated at a rate of IkHz. Running concurrently in the foreground was the

data acquisition and analysis progra.m written in Quick Basic.

To change the laser frequency, for implementing the phase stepping algorithm, the

accumulator value was incremented by a set amount which caused the feedback

circuit to lose lock on the current maximum in the control interferometer and

automatically servo to the next. This caused a corresponding phase change in the

measurement interferometer of a third of a wavelength.

The computer also contained the framegrabber (PIP). When the servo loop had

stabilised, the PIP board was used to grab an image of the interferometer output at the

three phase steps required. Unfortunately when the laser injection current was altered,

its output intensity also changed. However, the laser diode had a monitor photo diode

attached so that when the output intensity changed the output from the monitor diode

also changed. By monitoring this photo diode output it was possible to correct the

images to compensate.

It is worth noting that solid state laser diodes are multi modal at low currents, cf.

Chapter 5. It was thought that to ensure only one mode was being produced the SmW

infra-red laser diode should be operated as close to peak power as possible, in this

case at = 4.5mW .

The input to the laser current control circuit was the sum of three signals. The high

frequency dither from the signal generator, the D/A converter output signal which

locks the frequency of the laser diode, and a constant current to maintain an

equilibrium position so that the laser was not near a mode jump or was not emitting

on more than one frequency. This completed the feedback loop from the laser through

the optical circuit and back to the laser.

l6
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MIHROR SURFACE - approx. four wavelengths

CCD Pixels
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Figare 7: Minor tilt surface reconstruction.

2.4. Results

To test the system a known surface shape, in this case a flat mirror, was used as the

test object. Here the 'deformation'of the surface was a tilt of the mirror in the plane of

the beam.

Figure 7 shows the reconstructed deformation measured in microns. The apparent

regular features are low amplitude sinusoidal oscillations in the surface and were due

to small errors in the phase step interval, cf. section 2.2.2. The 2x phase ambiguities

were removed with a simple unwrapping algorithm in MatlabrM, which looked for

phase steps greater than n in adjacent data points. The measured tilt was planar to

o = 0. lltt n .This showed the system was working and that meaningful data could be

obtained.

-2.5

-3
70

l7



The diffuse test object was a piece of steel painted white held in a clamp as in Figure

8. The deformation in this case was the bowing of the surface caused by tightening the

clamp. With diffuse surfaces the measurement of s(x,y) was more sensitive to noise in

the intensity distributions 1,nl,and/r. The average pixel intensity is lower for a

speckle field and therefore any background light or stray reflections are a greater

fraction of the signal. Unfortunately, tightening the clamp also translated and rotated

the test surface decorrelating the speckled phase distributions.

Also it was discovered that even at

high output powers mode hopping of

the laser diode had caused the

feedback loop to lose lock. If data was

being taken while the system was

unstable no meaningful surface profile

could be extracted.

To overcome these draw backs a novel

interferometer was designed to

increase the amount of light incident

on the target, allow repositioning of

the target to minimise affects of

rotations, and inclusion of a frequency

scanning light source without mode

hopping characteristics.

Figure 8: Dffise target in a 3D tip-tilt

mount.

2.5. HeNe Laser Driven Phase Stepping Speckle Interferometer

Here, a novel system is described which uses the monotonic thermal frequency drift

of a 633nm HeNe laser to achieve phase stepping. The frequency range of the HeNe

laser was much smaller, about 600MHz as opposed to 0.5THz, than that of a laser

diode, and so the interferometer path difference had to be much larger. The HeNe

laser usually operated on three or more longitudinal modes, and the frequency drift
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was continuous rather than step-wise. Nonetheless, it was easily possible to produce a

speckle interferometer capable of measuring to a resolution of better than )" 120 using

non-specialised components found in almost any optics laboratory.

Figure 9 shows the new optical system. It consisted of two interferometers driven

from the same polarised HeNe laser. One interferometer was used to make the actual

measurements, the Measurement Interferometer', while the other, the Control

Interferometer', was used to monitor the frequency of the laser and trigger the frame

grabber to record intensity distributions from the measurement interferometer.

The measurement interferometer was a modified Mach-Zender system, using two

uncoated glass beamsplitters to maximise the amount of light on the test object and

maintain approximately the correct beam ratio at the output CCD camera. The rear

ND
Filter

HeNe
Laser Polarisers

Beam
Expander

B52

CCD
Camera

Tbst
Object

Aperture Afocal Imaging System

Photo
Diode

Piezo Mounted
Mirror

Figure 9: HeNe ProfiIometer. Tlze Measurement interferometer was a Mach-

Zender arrongement coupled to a Michelson interferotneter which functioned as

the control.
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surfaces of both beamsplitters had anti-reflection coatings to minimise spurious

reflections.

A two-lens afocal imaging system with a pinhole at the focus of the frst lens was

used to form a magnified image of the object on the camera through the second

beamsplittet while controlling the speckle size to be rather larger than one carrcra

pixel. Fine beam balance was achieved using two adjustable polarisers in the

reference arm of the interferometer, and the overall laser output power could be

adjusted with a neutral density filter to avoid overloading the CCD camera.

The output power of the laser was l0mW, and the unexpanded beam was used to

illuminate a 2mm diameter spot on the object. However, it is worth noting that the full

dynamic range of the camera was used when the neutral density filter was set to

transmit less than llz0th of the output power of the laser. Reliable measurements

would therefore be possible with up to a l0mm diameter area of the object

illuminated.

Control of the system was achieved using a combination of fairly well-known

Control
Interferometer

__,{4
Piezo

-.t1---{
Dfode\ photo
'lrte, Diode

A/D Card

Measurement
Interferometer

Computer

Figure I0: Interferometer phase detection and data acquisition system

control diagram.
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techniques. The control interferometer was a simple Michelson interferometer which

used the transmitted reference beam from the second beamsplitter. The path

difference of the conffol interferometer was adjusted to be exactly 3 times that of the

measurement interferometer. When the laser frequency changed such that one fringe

passed in the control interferometer, a phase change of 2N3 had therefore occurred in

the measurement interferometer. Triggering frame grabs on successive control

interferometer fringes allowed implementation of the three-step phase shifting

algorithm.

The passing of control interferometer fringes was detected by vibrating one of the

mirrors at lkHz with an amplitude of about lonm using a crude, uncalibrated piezo

actuator. Although a piezo was used, the same effect would be achieved by dithering

the frequency of the laser - again using an acoustic transducer. The effect of this was

to superimpose a tkHz AC component on the control interferometer detector output

signal.

As with the laser diode frequency modulation method, the amplitude of this signal

depended on the control interferometer phase, with the phase difference between it

and the piezo driving signal switching by n on successive half fringes. The piezo

drive signal was therefore used as the reference for a lock-in amplifier whose input

was the detector output signal as shown in Figure 10. The computer was programmed

to monitor the lock-in output and trigger the frame grabber on three successive

positive-going zero crossings, no servo feedback loop was used. In this way, three

output intensity distributions were obtained from the measurement interferometer at

intervals of hrJ3 in phase, independent of the laser output intensity.

To establish the path-difference ratio between measurement and control

interferometers. one of the control interferometer mirrors was mounted on a

translation stage. The computer was then used to repeatedly trigger two frame grabs

separated by three control interferometer fringes, and the position of the mirror

adjusted until the intensity distributions were identical. It should be noted that,

although implementing a three step algorithm was chosen, the same system could in

principle be used for algorithms with an arbitrary number of equally spaced steps.
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Most HeNe lasers operate on more than one longitudinal mode, and measurements

indicated that this particular laser, with a 0.4m cavity length, operated on 4 or 5

modes, depending on their exact position under the gain curve. The optical path

difference in the measurement interferometer was made equal to one cavity round-trip

length of 0.81zl so that the fringes from all modes were synchronous, and high

contrast interference obtained.

2.6. Effects of the HeNe Laser

The operational theory of this instrument was much the same as the laser diode

instrument, implementing a three phase step algorithm. However consideration must

be given to the effects of the HeNe laser characteristics on the operation of this iype

of interferometer. Those effects include the relationship between interferometer phase

and expansion of the laser cavity and the differential phase shift between adjacent

longitudinal modes of the laser.

2.6.1. Scan Speed

By considering the effect of changes in eavity length on laser frequency, it is easy to

show that the phase shift in the measurement interferometer caused by a length

change M in the laser cavity is given by:

LQ=
2nL;mM

(r,(Lc + M))

where: t, is the interferometer path difference,L. is the laser cavity round trip path

length, and ru is the laser longitudinal mode order number. Now,

M= L-xLT

where, a is the expansion coefficient of the laser tube glass (-3.5e-6), AT is the

cavity temperature change. Also,
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In this case, Q = I+ =O.8marid l, =652.8nm.. A temperat're change of 0.23t was

sufEcient to scan the measurement interferometer through 2n.

2.62. Diflcrential Ph,ue Between Adiment Longitudirrol Moilcs.

llbe waveleugths of adjacent r,lodes from the laser were not quite lihe same, and this

,introduced a phase differense,between ringes frorn these modes m they scanned in

the measurement interfe,rometer. By considering the frequency change of adjacent
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modes as the laser temperature changed, it could be shown that the differential phase

scan between them in the measurement interferometer, a(,ry), was given by:

d,ry) =
2ELgAT

Figure l l shows the scanning behaviour of the modes under the gain curve as the

laser cavity temperature increases. In this instrument, d(Ap)= 0.88 xl04 )., which

was completely negligible.

2.7. Potential Sources of Emor

The mechanics of the instrument introduced five potential sources of error.

2.7.1, Frame grabber Acquisition Time

The finite acquisition time of the frame grabber might have caused an error in the

phase maps because the frame grabber could take up to 4Omsec to acquire an image,

but the laser frequency did not stop scanning during this time. To quantify the effect

the maximum rate at which the laser scanned on warm-up was measured. With this

design, the minimum time for the measurement interferometer to scan through 2nwas

4sec, giving a maximum phase error on any one step of = ),llOO due to this effect.

2.7.2, I-aser intensity fluctuations

As modes drifted in and out of the laser gain curve, the output intensity fluctuated

slightly, and this also introduced errors. This was of some concern as the intensity

fluctuated most as the laser was warming up - precisely the time when measurements

were made. However, for this particular lasern measurements showed surprisingly that

the rms intensity fluctuation was always less than 37o during this period. Probably the

laser cavity length was such that, as one mode drifted out of the gain curve another

was just coming in at about the same intensity giving almost zero net change.

The cumulative effect of the errors in each phase step could be expressed as,
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O(tan4)_

a0 cos'/
+ A/ = A(tan Q)cos2 P

where,

To give an example of the errors to be expected, real speckle data was used where

A.f, = 0.031r. Of the 4096 data points =100 were extremes where for

tan{ =
Ji(r, - r,) , the denominator was zero or both the numerator and

2lt-12-13

denominator were zero. For non-speckle intensity maps this is never possible,

however in the presence of speckle with noise this can happen and outlier points

would be present. For the remaining points the standard deviation of the phase elror,

6no = O.22radians. This equated b = + and put an upper limit on the resolution.'30

2.7.3. Air turbulence

This instrument was more susceptible to air turbulence than most phase stepping

interferometers because of the time taken to acquire a data set (usually about 4

seconds). Unfortunately it was difficult to speed this up. It might have been possible,

for example, to strain the laser tube with a piezo or elecfiomagnetic actuator to

achieve the frequency scan, but this would require the construction of specialised

equipment.

The alternative was to detect comrpted sample sets. This was achieved by grabbing

four images at 2n13 intervals from the interferometer and comparing the intensity

distributions in the lst and 4th images which should be the same. lf 80Vo or more of

the pixels had less than l07o difference between the two images, it was assumed that

turbulence effects were small and the phase maps were calculated.
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2.7.4. Non-monotonicFrequencyScan

If the laser frequency changed non-monotonically there would be a phase difference

between the lst and 4th images of odd integral multiples of ),f e. The check for air

turbulence would also detect this error. The data set was then discarded and a new

data set acquired and checked. On average, about half of the data sets were good.

2"7.5. Misalignrnent of the Speckle Fields

The difference method measured deformation parallel to the instrument optical axis.

Any movement in the plane perpendicular to the axis caused the two phase maps to

decorrelate. It was then necessary to realign the speckle fields manually via the 3D

holder (cf. Figure 13). The stored speckle distribution from before the deformation

was compared to the distribution obtained after, in real time on a TV screen.

Alternating quickly between the stored distribution and the current output from the

camera, the speckle distributions were aligned manually by rotating and hanslating

the target via the 3D holder. Care must be taken to ensure useful information could be

Figure 12: HeNe speckle phase stepping profilometer.
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extracted.

2.8. Apparatus

Figure 12 shows the instrument described in section2.5. The red line shows the laser

beam path for the Mach-Zender measurement interferometer and the blue line

illustrates the beam path for the Michelson phase monitoring interferometer.

2.9. Results

Again the first deformation test for the instrument was a simple tilt. A piece of spring

steel was mounted in a clamp, which was in turn held on the kinematic mount shown

in Figure 13, with 5 degrees of freedom (tilt in two directions, and lateral translation

in three directions). The steel was painted matt white to give a good speckle signal

back into the interferometer as shown in Figure 12.

Figure 13: Painted metal target mounted

in 3D tip+ilt holder.

An initial phase map was takenn the steel

then tilted on the kinematic mount, and a

second map taken. This movement

inevitably translated the speckle field in

the plane. The decorrelation between the

two phase images was corrected

manually with the kinematic mount. The

phase difference between the two maps

was then taken on a pixel-by-pixel basis.

Detecting the 2n phase ambiguities of

the phase data, discussed in section 2.2.1,

was paticularly sensitive to noise.

Before unwrapping a simple smoothing

algorithm was applied.By calculating the

sine and cosine of the phase distribution

the 2n phase discontinuities at * n were

eliminated. The sin/ and cos/
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Figure 14: Unwrapped phase nnp for a simple tilt.

distributions were smoothed by convolution with a two-dimensional top-hat function.

The smoothed sine and cosine distributions were used to calculate the final output

phase-difference distribution

showing the distortion of the

surface, which was then

unwrapped using standard

techniques. For these

measurements data was taken over

an array of 64x64 pixels covering

a region 2x2mm at the sample and

it was necessary to smooth over

only a 3x3 pixel area to obtain

reliable unwrapping.

Figure 14 shows the phase-

o
!

o

-5

z

Figure 15: Histogram showing the

zero deformo,tion test. o =30nm.
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Figure 16: Deformation of steel target.

difference map obtained for a tilt of about 1.5 microns over the illuminated area of the

sample. Obviously, when operating in the speckle regime, noise levels are much

higher than with specular reflections. To assess the inherent resolution of the

instrument where speckle was present, two phase maps were taken with zero

deformation. The result should be noise distributed about a horizontal plane. Figure

15 shows a histogram of the distribution. If the noise is assumed Gaussian,

o <30nm.

Figure 16 shows the phase-difference map obtained when the clamp was tightened

between taking the two data sets. Clearly the surface of the spring steel bowed out by

about 300nm.

Finally, to demonstrate measurements taken on a teal'object the deformation of a

piezo button' of the kind used in computer buzzers was examined. The button

consisted of a circular slab of piezo material =llmm in diameter bonded to a brass

sheet, cf Figure 17. Again, the deformation over aZxZmm area was measured in the
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middle of the button. Figure 18 shows the result obtained where, although the

deformation was only l00nm, it was easily detected by the system.

2.10. Conclusion

It has been shown how a novel, simple, inexpensive phase shifting interferometer may

be constructed using a HeNe laser, where the phase modulation was achieved by

using the thermal frequency drift of the laser, in conjunction with a large path

difference. A second interferometer was used to monitor the frequency of the laser

and trigger acquisition of intensity distributions for processing into phase maps. By

suitable adjustment of the ratio of path differences in the two interferometers, phase

stepping algorithms with any number of equally spaced (in phase) samples may be

used.

This method was accurate to ,1120 and with appropriate unwrapping techniques could

range to several wavelengths, (= 5,tr ).

Figare 17: Light scattered from the pieTo button is collected via a lens

with speckle size controlled by the aperture.
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Chapter 3. Coherence

Radar Profilometry

3.L. Introduction

This chapter covers work in the field of coherence radar profilometry. The two

methods of frequency scanning and coincidence radar are presented with the theory of

operation, instrument analysis, and results.

Coherence radar is the optical equivalent of established range finding techniques

widely used at radio frequencies. A chirped radar works by emitting a continuous

beam linearly ramping in frequency. The reflection from a target is a copy of the

output but delayed in time. Thus the beat frequency between the signals is then a

measure of the distance the reflection has travelled.

At optical frequencies, the signals are combined using an interferometer. The light

source is scanned in frequency via a monochromator, and the equivalent 'beat

frequency' is the fringe frequency at the interferometer output. This method is

discussed more fully in section 3.2.
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The coincidence method dispenses with the monochromator and uses all the available

light, maximising throughput. For a wide bandwidth source, interferometer fringes are

only seen when the path difference between the target and the reference mirror is near

zero. Thus, as explained in section 3.4, by scanning the position of the reference

mirror in space and noting the position of maxima in the fringe contrast, a surface

profile can be mapped.

These techniques can have micron resolution which is useful in many industrial

applications. The resolution is a function of the light source bandwidth. llt resolution

in the visible region equates to a bandwidth of 3OOnm. Whilst new technologies are

produced every day it is not yet possible to scan a laser over this wide a range. Even

the very best superlumininant LEDs' only have ranges of = 100nrn. This leaves the

Tungsten-Halogen lamp as the logical alternative.

To summarise, this chapter covers the theoretical operation in principle, the apparatus

used, processing techniques, and results obtained with error analysis and assessment

of instrument operation.

3.2. Frequency Scanning Profilometry

Frequency scanning enables distance measurements to be made without moving parts,

increasing stability. Another feature is that for semi-transparent targets more than one

return from scatterers at different depths

can be detected simultaneously.

The basic principle of frequency scanning

profilometry is briefly discussed. Figure 19

shows a simple Michelson interferometer

with a fixed path difference. As the

wavelength is scanned the interferometer

phase changes at a 'fringe frequency'

which is a function of the wavelength, 1.,

change in wavelength, Ar, and the optical

path difference, OPD.

Sensor

aa
JJ

Figure 1 9 : Michelson inte rferometer.



O, =r\rO
Ai

where / is the interferometer phase. The change in phase for a given change in

wavelength can be expressed,

L0 = Qz - Qt ='z'fl:D -ztu;PD4, t+r

The phase scanned is defined as LQ=2tf^. The fringe number, ./,, could be

recovered from the data by a simple Fourier tansform. Rearranging,

oPD =tr'A'f ̂
L)"

It remains to calculate the resolution, 0d , and range without aliasing, AD, of such an

instrument. As usual, the resolution is defined as the minimum change in distance that

can be detected. This equates to the minimum phase change. The simple Fourier

transform technique is accurate to whole numbers of fringes. This is a phase change of

2tt,or f^=L,giving

uo=*

From the sampling theorem, to recover the fringe frequency without aliasing there

must be at least two samples per cycle. The minimum sampling interval,0l., is related

to the OPD by,

l4l=
la/l

ztzoPD

By the Nyquist criterion two samples per 2n phase change, + 401 E , and therefore,

^',A-
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OPD< A
247

This is the maximum optical path difference, (AD), for which the Fourier transform

would unambiguously recover the fringe frequency without under sampling giving

incorrect results.

3.3, Frequency scanning White Light Michelson Interferometer

To investigate the white light frequency scanning method, a flat mirror was selected

as a test target. If a known path difference was then inserted in to the interferometer

and then recovered by the frequency scanning technique a measure of the accuracy of

the method could be obtained.

Figure 20 is a schematic of a simple Michelson interferometric implementation of the

white light scanning instrument. Light from a tungsten-halogen lamp was imaged onto

the monochromator by lens, LI. To maximise the monochromator resolution, the lens

was chosen so that the grating was filled. The output beam was collimated,

propagated through the interferometer and collected via the photodiode. The

photodiode signal was amplified and recorded via the analogue to digital conversion

card in the computer where it was stored for analysis.

Beamsplitter

Monochromator

Photodiode

Amplifier

Figure 20: White light frequency scaruing Michelson interferometer.
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Initially, a known path difference was inserted into the interferometer. This was

accomplished by finding the zero path difference, by using the short coherence length

of white light, and positioning the mirrors for maximum fringe contrast. One of the

mirors was mounted on a translation stage and was then moved through =25 W.

The monochromator was scanned from 550 + 689nm in lnm steps. Scanning of the

monochromator was therefore linear in wavelength. The Fourier transform assumes

linearity in frequency. To compensate the data was interpolated to obtain data linear

in frequency

i.3.1. Initial Results

Figure 2l and Figure 22 show the output from the interferometer and its Fourier

transform. The mean intensity changes over the l39nm range. This is a consequence

of the spectrum of the tungsten-halogen lamp, the monochromator transfer function,

the absorption characteristics of the silicon photodiode, and even the imaging optics.

This modulation of the intensity causes sidebands to appear in the Fourier transform,

but the central maximum is still clear. Any dispersion in the instrument would cause a

chirp in the fringe frequency widening the Fourier transformed peak.

From section 3.2, theresolution is, 0d =* , and the range is, OPD =fi.ro,
trt = 550nm and A, -- 689nm, the resolution = 2.7 pm. Sampling every I run gives a

maximum measurable optical path difference, without aliasing, of = l90pm, where

under sampling of larger path differences gives incorrect distance measurement. This

was then sufficient to measure the 25 pm test path difference.

As can be seen in Figure 22, the maximum amplitude occurred at a fringe number of

f,, =19, and therefore using,

)2 f
OpD -_'vt"zl 

u

Ll
= 51.8 + 2.7 lttn
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Figure 21: Interferometer amplitude as afunction of wavelength.

Therefore the measured path difference is 25.9+1.4W, matching the known path

difference well within error.

This experiment was valuable in developing a feel for these techniques but also

brought to light limiting factors of throughput and monochromator resolution and

bandwidth. Even with mirrored surfaces light levels were quite low. The

monochromator slit had to be stopped down to decrease the bandwidth, a,A, of the

output in order to increase fringe contrast at larger optical path differences, OPD.

oPDMAx =#

where )., and Arare the exffemes of the bandwidth defined by the monochromator

slit.
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Figure 22: Fourier transfonn of the interferometer output intensity.

But for a factor of two this is exactly the same as the sampling requirements to

prevent aliasing. This is not surprising as in frequency space, if the sampling interval

is less than half the bandwidth, the data overlaps to a point where adjacent samples in

interferometer phase are indistinguishable. This broadens the Fourier transform peak.

Although more data points can be collected no extra information is obtained.

A larger range required narrower slits giving less light and therefore throughput was a

limiting factor on instrument range. The light budget could only get worse when non-

specular surfaces were used. A calculation of expected throughput needed to be made

to see if this instrument would be practical when examining diffuse objects in the

speckle regime

3.3.2. Throughput

Starting from the tungsten-halogen lamp of the insffument in Figure 20, the power

spectrum is that for any thermal source. That is, from the Planck distribution,

o
E
E
CL
E

70802010
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rtrczh Ir(n1__3:vq,

where P is the power per unit area per unit wavelength. Imaging lens, Lf, has f-

number F' focal length, /, and magnificationl rn. The fraction of light gathered is,

approximately, the lens area divided by the surface of a hemisphere of radius equal to

the source distance from the lens, giving the factor,

The filament is imaged onto the monochromator input slit. Assuming that both slits

are set to the same width and are always nfirower than the lamp filament image, a

further factor of hdlm must be included, where lr is the lamp filament height and' d

is the slit width. Combining these factors, after some algebra, the total power can be

expressed,

ar,'[r.*)'

p,(A.\= P(tVna(rr - r,)- \- -,, gFLFMz

where, FM is the monochromator f-number. Including the monochromator and

interferometer efficiency factors, k^(1) and k,(tr), and the dispersion in the

monochromator, c = Oil d, where, dtr = 12 lZOpn, the total power out is,

P'(A)= Ph.2.a(r, - rr) x * ^(1)t, 
(,t )na(oro )' F"Fr'

It still remained to incorporate the silicon response characteristics of the photodiode

and include a factor for the proportion of light imaged onto its surface, to give the

expected output current.

r(1)-- k,,s(l)P'(1)
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Figure 23: The output current as afunction of wavelength.

S(2) was obtained from typical silicon detector manufacturer specifications. Figure

23 shows the expected current as a function of typical experimental parameters listed

in Table 1. The interferometer beamsplitter used operated between 450 + 650nrn

which was the main restriction on the useable bandwidth in the interferometer

efficiency factor. It is clear an infra-red beamsplitter would pass more light, but, in

this region, a resolution of = lltm conesponds to a bandwidth of = 57onm, so that

even with the extra light less resolution is inherently possible.

For the instrument shown in Figure 20 the current maximum was=50nA which is of

the order of magnitude expected from the throughput calculation. However, this is

somewhat serendipitous as the lamp temperature may have been as high as 3200 K

and the beamsplitter transmission characteristics were a worst case linear

approximation.
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VARIABLES VALIJES SOURCE

Temperature, T . 2800K Typical lamp spec.

Filament height, lr. 3mnt Measured.

Slit width, d. 0.3mm Set.

FM 4 Monochromator specs.

FL 3 Set.

OPD lmm Set.

k^ 0.2s Measured at 543.5nm

ki 0.4 Estimated.

Table I: Variable values and their sources.

Mirror targets were the best case scenario. With a scattering target the signal would be

much reduced. A simplistic approach assumes that the scattering is even in all

directions over 2n steradians. The fraction of light collected is the solid angle

subtended by the collection lens dividedby 2x .

I I sinodod6=L
Zfi raa 2f ;

where rL and f , are the collection lens radius and focal length. For typical

parameters of r, =10mm and f , =80mm a reduction in intensity by a factor of 128

can be expected.

The test mirror was replaced with a glass slide of = 200 W thickness. With a 4Vo

reflection from the glass/air interface = 20Vo, or = l0nA , of the mirror/mfuror signal

would be measured with the glass/mirror reflectors in the interferometer. The light

level was then much less, though not as low as that expected for a diffuse scatterer.

The glass also introduced dispersion.

The4Vo reflection from the front face of the slide gave a =SnA signal at zero path

difference, being about half what was expected. Insufficient signal from the back face

of the slide could be gained with an optical path difference of =4olltnt. The

coherence length necessary to get high contrast fringes required the monochromator

slits to be shut down to such an extent that no signal could be obtained.
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The stated objective of = W resolution over several mm range could not be met by

this instrument, certainly moving to an 8-bit CCD camera for three dimensional

profrling was not possible. The alternative approach was to use the coincidence

method. Dispensing with the monochromator gave a vast improvement in throughput

allowing the measurement of targets in the speckle regime.

3.4. Coincidence Radar

The principle of coherence

interferometry is simple. Light

from a broadband source is

propagated through an

interferometer. Scanning the

reference mirror maps out an

interferogram with maximum

contrast atzero path difference.

This maximum can be reliably

pinpointed to within the

coherence length governed by

the bandwidth of the light source.

Figure 24

The interferogram is the sum over all

equation,

source frequencies of the interferometer

,",, = I!, r,(t)+ r,Q,)+z"ftfrTrfrJc"s( ZnPD y^

where t,(A\ are the beam intensities as a function of )" and PD is the optical path

difference. This increase in throughput is examined more closely in section 3.4.1.

Several effects shift the position of contrast peaks. Dispersion, which deforms the

interferogram shape, can be introduced by interferometer elements such as neutral

density filters and beamsplitters, or even a semi-transparent multilevel target. A

Moving
Mirror

Sensor
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diffuse surface causes spatial modulation of reflected light known as speckle. This

spatial effect also deforms the interfero$am. These effects are examined in section

3.4.2.

3.4,1. Increasing throaghput

The increase in available light arises from the integration over the expected

instrument bandwidth and dispensing with the monochromator efficiency factor. The

simple implementation of the coincidence instrument in Figure 24 has a total power

output of,

xk,().)

where the integral is over the source bandwidth, the second factor is the fraction of

light gathered by the collimating lens, and t, (,i) is the interferometer efficiency

factor.

On comparison with the output power calculated for the frequency scanning

coherence radar method in section 3.3.2, the increase in output intensity is estimated

by a simple fraction. Assuming collimating lenses of equal f-number, and the

eL 2--)"
approximation, 

Jr= 
PdA = PM"HL, the output intensity is increased by a factor of,

11
p1,El,h- \ xhtx\/ a^ ,xk,A)

,'= I:Pd.A.xhtx

'"{'.*i

fy'=
r(,\at xn!*

Typical parameters for this experiment were,

xt^(A)x*,(A)- / r\2
gn'l r+l I- t m)
I

kn

fn

L-L m- ' 'xt-xaAd
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d),=lnm
trr- 7, =l50nm

Y=2
d

k^()') = a

The improvement factor in output power is then =1200. On comparison with the

intensity reduction factor of 128 for diffuse targets, this gives a safety margin of an

order of magnitude. This was sufficient to allow the examination of diffuse objects in

the speckle regime.

3.4.2. Dispersion and Speckle

For a mirrored target the interferogram is, the Fourier transform of the source power

spectrum. It is therefore simple to simulate the effects of dispersion on a typical

4.64 4.56 d.58
Scan dlelance. (m)

Figure 25: Simulated dispersion of the interferogram where the instrument

bandwidth was a combination of the thermal light source, silicon absorption

characteristics, and the white paint used to coat test samples.

M
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section of the thermally generated spectrum.

Interferometer output intensity is a function of wavelengths. If a glass plate of

O.l|mm thickness is inserted in one arm of the interferometer the path difference,

must include the wavelength dependent refractive index, "(l). 
Consequently,

PD = xrn(A)-x,, wherex, are the interferometer arm lengths. Summing over all

wavelengths the total output intensity can be expressed as,

I o* = f r,(,t)+ r,(1)+2JT6YfrJ*{ zn(x,n(l)- r,)y^

It is assumed that I, = lr. The light intensity was a function of the thermal source, the

silicon detector characteristics, and the beamsplitter transmission characteristics. This

is simulated numerically for a glass slide made from BK7 where the refractive index

is interpolated from data given in the Melles-Griot catalogue. The results are shown in

Figure 25.

The interferogram is not symmetric with the maximum contrast point at = 0.457 mm.

After a simple calculation for an optical path difference of 0.3mm at the BK7 mean

refractive index of 1.511, the maximum contrast point is expected to be at O.4533mm.

Thus the effect of dispersion is to degrade the accuracy to which distance to a surface

can be recovered.

A second unknown is the effects of the spatial speckle field on an interferogram.

Speckle is a random spatial modulation of intensity and phase. It is expected that

interferograms vary in amplitude between bright speckle and dark speckle.

To simulate this a diffuse surface is modelled as an array of independent scatterers

with zero mean Gaussian distributed heights, combined with a reference plane wave

as in an interferometer. The resultant speckle field is integated over a 100nrt

bandwidth. This is repeated for 200 phase shifted reference plane waves

corresponding to path differences over +10 W .
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Figare 26: The fficts of speckle on the interferograms is graphically

demonstrated.

Figure 26 shows interferograms at two different points in the speckle output field

corresponding to high and low information areas of the field. Not only is there the

expected reduction in amplitude due to the nature of speckle statistics, but also

spreading of the envelope function is evident. The ability to locate the central peak is

therefore degraded significantly and with the addition of a small amount of noise,

even this degree of localisation is lost.

In summary, with the increase in throughput, theoretically the instrument has

sufficient output light to enable measurement of the profiles of diffuse surfaces.

Despite the effects dispersion and speckle on the interferogram it may be possible to

profile such diffuse surfaces.

3.5. White light Coherence Interferometer

Figure 27 is a schematic of the profilometer. Light from the tungsten halogen lamp

was collimated by lens lf . L2 and ZJ were elements in a confocal imaging system

'Good'sp€ckls sit€
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Figure 27: Schematic of the white light coherence interferometer.

where the aperture, Al, controlled the spatial coherence of the lamp. Mirror MI of the

interferometer was mounted on a piezo-electric transducer and a translation stage to

provide fine and coarse translation capability. Tf was the target mirror or the diffuse

object.

The target surface was imaged onto the CCD camera, via IA and L5, where a second

aperture, A2, could be inserted to control the average speckle size when a diffuse

object was being measured. The addition of a neutral density filter, NDl, to balance

beam intensities required, the insertion of a sheet of glass, ND2, of equal thickness

and refractive index to balance the dispersion in each interferometer arm.

The actual instrument is shown in Figure 28. The inset is a close-up of the translation

stage/piezo stack assembly. Not only was the operation of the translation assembly

computer controlled but also the collection and processing of data. Instrument control

is illustrated in the flow diagram in Figure29.The piezo stack was controlled via the

0-5 V output from a digital to analogue conversion card programmed through the

computers IO ports. This was the control signal for a 0-100 V range from the high

voltage amplifier.
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Figare 28: Photograph of the white light coherence interferometer with close-up

of the translation assembly.

The voltage regulator, shown in Figure 30, was necessary to prevent lkV spikes

emitied by the amplifier at turnoff from burning out the piezo-electric transducer.

Applying 100 volts equated to a = 3.8pn translation for this particular piezo stack.

The piezo mounted mirror was mounted on a stepper motor driven precision

translation stage. The Newport MM4005 controller enabled movement accurate to

= 0.3W. This in turn was

controlled via the RS232C

computer port.

The CCD camera converted the

interferometer output to a standard

video composite signal which was

digitised with a framegrabber, also

Computer

Figure 29: Controlflow diagram.
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Figure 31 is an illustration showing the control panel -l\
where the instrument settings were configured. This

interface was written with Visual Basic 3 allowing

development of a simple front end to operate the white

li ght speckle interferometer.

The translation stage controller governed the coarse positioning of the interferometer

reference mirror. The piezo stack controller governed the fine positioning by

controlling the voltage to the piezo amplifier. At each mirror position the computer

stored the frame from the CCD camera via the framegrabber. After the maximum

possible traverse of the piezo the translation stage was moved to a new position. The

measurement cycle was then repeated. In this way a continuous sequence of data

could be recorded. In order to remove the overlapping data sequences it was necessary

to calibrate both the piezo stack and the translation stage.
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Figure 31: Configuring the settings of the instrument is accomplished visually

with a control panel.
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3.5.1. Calibration of the Piezo Stack

Piezo-electric transducer behaviour is well known. The hysteresis of the piezo stack

was quite marked, typically about a third of a micron.

HeNe laser light was used to calibrate the piezo

with a mirror as the target. One mirror was tilted

until approximately ten diagonal fringes could be

seen across the CCD camera output.

Two lines of data, one vertical (y) and one

horizontal (x), were recorded for each step of the

piezo mounted mirror. Recovering the phase via a simple Fourier transform gave the

distance moved, ie. 2n phase change conesponded to a mirror movement of 712

where the interferometer double pass introduced the factor of two. If the mirror tilted

by more than t ),12 the fringe frequency changed giving an indication of irregular

movement. Monitoring the difference in phase between x and y data indicated the

22.53
Applied Voltsge

Figure 32: Piezo stack hysteresis curves at warrn-up.
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occurence of sub - )"12 tltting.

Figure 32 shows a typical hysteresis curve. To reiterate, the piezo drive voltage of 0-

100 V was controlled via the output from the digital to analogue (D/A) converter. The

graph plots mirror position versus the D/A control voltage. After three cycles around

the hysteresis loop the expansion and contraction of the piezo settled into a

predictable, repeatable pattern. A feature to note is the dislocations at the loop ends.

These were consistent with the phase measurement errors caused by the drift in the

HeNe laser frequency. As the laser heated up the cavity expanded causing the laser

frequency to drift. This combined with the path difference in the interferometer

caused the interferometer phase to scan independently of moving the mirror. To

establish the amount of drift due to this effect, general air turbulence, and vibration

data was acquired without moving the piezo mounted mirror so that all phase changes

were due to noise in the system.

Figure 33 shows the drift as the hysteresis curve was traced three times. A typical
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Figure 33: Phase drift over the piezo warrn up cycle.
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deviation of = 50nm ar 7lI0 could be expected. Comparing the x and y data, the

phase difference was also of this order. Provided the piezo-electric transducer stack

was cycled through a few warm-up loops, the reference mirror could be positioned

accurately and repeatably.

3.5.2. Calibraing the Translation Stage

The stepper motor driven translation stage was used in conjunction with a

sophisticated controller. Stage position was ascertained using a finely spaced grating.

The read head consisted of two short sections of

grating that were positioned 900 out of phase.

As the stage moved the short gratings slid by

the measurement grating where two sensors

read the signal from a light source shining

through the gratings as in Figure 34. This

quadrature measurement method meant that the

physical resolution limit set by the spacing of

the gratings was increased by a factor of four.

Nevertheless the stage was still a mechanical

device and it was necessary to confirm the

manufacturers * 0.I tttn relative accuracy over

Figure 34: Translation stage

quadrature sensors.

small movements and 2-3llrn cumulative error over 50mm.

To verify this an off-the-shelf Linear Variable Differential Transformer, LVDT, probe

was used to measure the relative change in distance over three operational regions of

0 --t 5 pm,0 --+ IO01trn, and,lO0 -+ 500pm. The LVDT probe can be thought of as a

solenoid with a moveable nickel iron core. The phase differential between two pickup

coils and the main coil is demodulated to give the core position by the probe

controller. This method used no mechanical parts and is almost immune to the effects

of wear. The accuracy was less than 1/100 the full scale range of the probe controller

setting.

Once the stage had been positioned the translation stage controller was interrogated to

report its actual position as measured by the quadrature sensor. On comparison with
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the probe data, an estimate of accuracy was obtained. It was found that the feedback

system, which was designed to continuously servo the stage position, caused the

stepper motor to hunt between two stable points. This problem was eliminated by the

simple expedient of turning the stepper motor off between each measurement.

The three plots in Figure 35 show the difference between the reported position and the

probe position data. The cumulative error is about a micron with a standard deviation

of +0.2W. This indicates some systematic slackness in the mechanical systemor

wear on the drive screws. If the stage was operated in the 100 + 5001tm range then

the positioning error was found to be * 0.2 pm.

The resolution of this instrument was therefore limited by the positioning accuracy of

the translation stage as well as the fundamental source bandwidth. With this set-up a

resolution of I - 2pm could be expected.
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Figure 35: Positioning dffirences between the probe and translation stage data.
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3.6. Results

The profilometer was tested with two surfaces. The first was a flat mirror. The

interferogram in this case was the Fourier transform of the instrument optical

frequency response. Any distortion, eg. asymmetry, of the interferogram shape would

indicate the presence of dispersion in the interferometer.

The second test was with a diffuse surface tilted with respect to the interferometer

reference mirror. This surface was painted white to ensure as much light as possible

was reflected across the spectrum and to ensure a truly diffuse scatterer. Due to the

amount of data needed to implement this profiling method, data was taken in only a

6x512 pixel band across the CCD camera. This was sufficient to test the method in

the speckle regime. The possibility of using spatial processing methods to locate

maximum contrast speckle was then investigated and results compared to the surface

profile recovered by the more conventional method.

-20
Position, (micmn8)

Figure 36: Interferogram generated with a mirrored target.
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3.6.1. Spectral Charaeteristics of the Profilometer

Figure 36 shows the interferogram for a plane mirror target. A good signal to noise

ratio was obtained by averaging over several pixels. The zero path difference point

was at 3.55 t O.5 pm. This error estimate is small due to the low noise and dispersion

level. In a more noisy waveform with some dispersion the error could more correctly

be estimated using the interferogram envelope function. Measuring the Full Width

Half Maximum, the error d = FWHM 12.

Due to the limitations of the translation stage, outfined in section 3.5, the data points

were not linearly spaced. The 339 data points over 13.4 microns were linearised

through interpolation before the Fourier transform was calculated. From the transform

the fringe number was converted to wavelength using,

A- scanlength

fringenumber

r 000

1 800
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1/rO0
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Figure 37: Power spectrum of the coincidence profiIometer.
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The scan length was 26.8 pm. From the Nyquist criterion for 339 data points the

maximum fringe number was 169. Therefore the theoretical measurement bandwidth

was 26.81m to =L6nm. The bandwidth of the system was much nilrower due to the

component characteristics. The full theoretical bandwidth is shown in Figure 37.

Figure 38 is a close-up of the strong peak at ='700nm with a FWHM of =l50nm.

This spectrum is a combination of the characteristics of the thermal light source,

silicon detector , and most limiting, the transmission of the beam splitter. This

bandwidth was the fundamental limit to resolution of this particular instrument.

Figure 38: This close-up shows the spectntm, which peaks at =700nm and

has width = L5Onm-

3.6.2. Profile of a Diffuse Target

The next test was to measure the profile of a tilted piece of steel coated with matt

white paint to ensure a diffrrse surface. Figure 39 shows a single line in the plane. The

reference mirror was stepped from l0.Ipm to 33.7 W in 594 steps, when scan

overlaps were removed. The maximum fringe depth for each pixel was located by

performing a sliding window Fourier transform (WFT) over the data points. The
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Figure 39: A single line in the target plane.

power spectrum, minus the DC term, was then summed to give an indication of the

amount of fringe 'energy' that was present in the window. The position of the

maximum was converted into a depth measurement.

The deviation in the measured profile from a best fit line, to a 50Vo confidence level,

is ll.\\pm. The effect of the diffuse scattering target is seen as noise in the

recovered profile where outlier points are the result of the speckle nature of the field.

Figure 40 compares the interferograms of a 'good' pixel from a high information area

of the speckle field and a 'bad' pixel from a low information area. For the 'bad'

speckle the spreading of the fringe envelope predicted by the numerical simulation in

section 3.4.2 can be seen. The delocalisation of the interferogram resulted in errors in

recovering the position of maximum contrast. The effect of low information areas can

be minimised by matching the average speckle size to the CCD pixel area or by

averaging over adjacent pixels in post processing the data. The evidence of dispersion

can also be seen in the 'good' interferogtam.

All the data presented so far has been restricted to a small sample of the 262,144

pixels available. For example, for an 8-bit digitiser a single frame represents 0.25 Mb
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Figure 40: The spreading of the fringes is apparent in low informaion areas of

the output speckle pattern as compared to bright high information points..

of memory. If all the data from a 20 -s 30 tun scan were saved for later processing,

storage in excess of zs0Mbwould be required. While this was possible, the

prodigious increase in processing time made measurement of large depths less

attractive. More intelligent processing of data at collectionrs eliminates these

problems but at the expense of increasing the data acquisition time, potentially

increasing noise levels through air turbulence and vibration.

3.6.3. Spatial Speckle Detection

An alternative approach was to use the speckle pattern itself to locate the zero path

difference points. Figure 4l is a single frame captured from the CCD camera at the

interferometer output. The speckle can be seen over all the target area while the

speckle contrast increases near zero path difference. If the increase in contrast can be

reliably detected then there exists an alternative method of data processing. Only a

single frame needs to be stored at any one time.
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Figure 4l: The surface of a dffise target has higher conftast speckle near zero path

difference. The spots and mnrks are specks of dust and dirt on the instrument optics.

Here a spatial sliding window Fourier transform was applied over adjacent pixels. By

removing the DC term in the power spectrum and then summing over the higher

frequency terms, a measure of increased contrast and hence zero path difference was

obtained. This could be applied to each frame at different interferometer path

differences to obtain the surface profile.

Figure 42 shows the results for a single line across the tilted surface with a best fit

slope. The fringe measurement method and the speckle detection approach have best

fit lines that are less than I pan in difference over a 20 pn tilt. The anomalous

flattening of the speckle detection method is dependent on the width of the window

Fourier transform (WFT).

Two factors govern the contrast of the speckle. Proximity to zero path difference and

the likelihood that a particular cluster of speckles were of high contrast, as explained
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in section 3.4.2. Detection of a low contrast speckle near zero path difference would

be ignored over an area of high contrast speckle further from zero path difference.

Narrowing the window localises this effect. However, if the window were to be too

nilrow there would be insufficient sampling of the speckles to recognise an increase

in contrast.

The advantage of this method was that only a single frame of data needed to be stored

at a time, The WFT could be performed very quickly in two-dimensions.

Another simple approach is to high pass filter the data. By high-pass filtering a

speckle field the abrupt changes form high to low intensity are highlighted with the

higher contrast speckle being of maximum amplitude. Of course this method was

susceptible to noise as any stray reflections or dirt would also have high conftast, but

was faster than the WFT method and gave comparable results.

Figure 43 is a single line showing the result of high pass filtering the tilted plane. The

code for this operation was much more efficient and therefore much faster. The
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Figure 42: This curve is a result of the spatial speckle detectton method.
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Figure 43: The high pass filter is equally as accurate as the previous method, is

faster, and lacks the flattening effects of the WFT method.

overall noise levels are similar to those of the WFT method and without the flattening

effects caused by the window. On the down side there is an increased sensitivity to the

low information parts of the speckle, and of course general dirt and dust in the

spectrometer. This manifested as an increase in the presents of the 'spikes'.

3.7. Conclusion

Profilometry by coincidence interferometry was achieved for a diffuse object in the

speckle domain. Traditional techniques of depth measurement by locating the

maximum contrast point in the interferogram resulted in a tilted surface being

recovered with an accuracy of t L08pm. This was consistent with that expected from

examining the interferogram of a single pixel where the envelope FWHM <!lW.

Continuous scanning of objects to large depths was limited by the storage capacity

and/or the data acquisition speed. Alternative spatial speckle detection and processing
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methods using two dimensional filtering techniques proved as reliable as the more

conventional method.
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Chapter 4. Profilometry

Closing Remarks

Trr-is concludes the research into deformation measurements and absolute distance

measurement techniques in the speckle regime.

Previously it has been established that deformation measurements can be achieved

using phase stepping techniques where the frequency of a laser diode is controlled via

the injection current and a phase locked loopl'2o. However, the differencing method is

susceptible to errors arising from the problems of mode hopping and multi-modal

bshaviour of standard laser diodes.

A novel instrument was presented that incorporated a simple HeNe laser as the light

source. The differencing technique was then demonstrated for deformations up to

several microns to a resolution of 7120 in the speckle reglme. By dispensing with the

need for a laser diode, and all its associated control equipment, the new instrument is

much more cost effective and simple to operate2. These results were presented at

local2l and international22 conferences and subsequently publishedz.
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PART II - Fourier

Transform Spectrometry

Introduction

Part II of this thesis covers research in the area of nrurow band high resolution Fourier

transform spectrometry.

The foundations of Fourier transform spectrometry are well covered in the more

recent monographs of Mertzz3 and Bousquet2a but the concepts of Fourier transform

spectrometry were known to Michelson and Rayleigh. The field was revived by the

work of Felgett2s and further established by Jacquinot26, Connes27, and Strong4,

among others.

The principle advantages of the interferometric method were the simultaneous

recording of all spectral elements and high throughput. This method required accurate

moving-mirror motion and computation by Fourier transform of the spectrum from

the photo-electrically recorded interferogram. For the technology of the early 1960's



this computation intensive method was very slow and smooth mirror-movement

difficult.

Stroke and Funkhouserze suggested incorporating the then new holographic imaging

techniques to calculate the Fourier transform optically. By tilting the Michelson

interferometer mirrors slightly the interferogram was encoded onto the output plane as

spatial fringes. The photographically recorded interferogram was processed by a

Fourier transform lens to optically calculate the spectrum. There were no moving

parts and no computer was necessary.

This work was extended by Yoshihara and Kitade30 who eliminated the slit, that was

incorporated to ensure high contrast fringes, by applying the recording techniques to a

triangle path interferometer. The hologram was then read out as before.

Dohi and Suzuki3t increased the resolution possible by combining the hotographic

techniques with spatial heterodyning. This was achieved by replacing the mirrors in a

basic Michelson interferometer with littrow mounted diffraction gratings. The angular

dependence on frequency of the interferometer beams heterodyned down the spatial

fringe frequency but at the expense of free spectral range. The interferogrzrm was still

recorded onto film and read out optically.

In the moird technique of Lanzl,Reuter, and Waidelich32 resolution was increased by

multiplying the fringes from the standard Michelson interferometer with a spatial

filter, thus heterodyning down the spatial frequency of the fringes which were again

recorded onto photographic plates.

The advent of photodiode arrays allowed Okamoto, Kawata, and Minami33 to

dispense with the now more cumbersome time consuming development of

photographic plates. Reconstruction of the spectrum was accomplished digitally using

the fast Fourier transform and a microcomputer.

The Fourier transform spectrometer presented by Barnes34 was based on a Sagnac

common path interferometer. He introduced a new technique to increase the dynamic

range of the instrument, removing the non-uniform intensity response of the
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individual elements in the detecting array. Barnes, Eiju, and Matsuda35 went on to

incorporate the heterodyning technique by using a grating as a filter as in the moir6

technique of Lanzl32.

The two Fourier transform spectrometers presented in this thesis combine elements of

novel and established spatial heterodyning techniques. The interferogram was

recorded by a charged coupled device (CCD) camera. The two-dimensional array of

sensors allowed spatial noise suppression in the processing which recovered the

spectrum in real time.

This research was instigated to measure the spectrum of laser diodes as a function of

output power. Off-the-shelf laser diodes are imperfect, with no two being alike. Not

only do they operate anywhere within their 30nm wide gain bandwidth, but they

suffer from multi-modal behaviour, particularly at low power! and are prone to jump

from one mode to another as the internal junction temperature fluctuates.

The first instrument was based on a Sagnac interferometer, incorporating a diffraction

grating, while the second instrument was based on a Michelson instrument, similar to

that of Dohi and Suzuki3l.

The Sagnac3 instrument resolution was = O.\lnm over a spectral range of = 2.56nm,

well able to resolve the laser diode spectrum and modal characteristics. Improvements

in design were incorporated into a Michelsona heterodyning spectrometer. The

resolution of this spectrometer is similar to that of the Sagnac design but the

functionality has been shown to extend to emission from non point sources such as

sodium vapour lamps and from a HeNe discharge tube.
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Chapter 5. Sagnac

Interferometric

Spectrometer

5.1. Introduction

Spectroscopic instruments are available in many forms. Two instrument types of

particular interest are Fourier Transform Spectrometers and Monochromatorsz3. By

combining elements of each instrument design a novel high resolution spectrometer

for narrow band sources has been developed.

Fourier Transform Spectrometry 1F.T.S.1"''o'tt is a well-established field in
interferometry. Traditional methods of F.T.S.26'2E involve moving mirrors in a basic

Michelson interferometer, as depicted in Figure 44. Translating mirror, M2, in sub-

micron steps for a white light source results in an interferogram, as in Figure 45, that

is a function of the interferometer path difference and the bandwidth of the light



source. The source spectrum is recovered by applying the Fourier transform to the

interferogram.

Figure 44: Mtchelson interferometer with moving

mirror.

limited the more universal application of F.T.S.

A typical grating36 monochromator is shown in

Figure 46. Light entering through the input slit, Sf,

is collimated by mirror MI and M4. The light

beam is then diffracted by the grating DG. and Sf

Figure 46: A typical monochromator with DG

being the dffiactian grating, MI,3 are flat
tnirrors, M4,5 are concave mirors, and where SI

is the entrance slit, 52 the exit slit.

The advantages of the indirect

method of FTS are the lack of

slits to limit throughput and the

multiplexing advantage of

Felgett2s. These advantages,

howevern are offset by the

necessity for computer intensive

calculation that in the past has

Figure 45: A simulation of a

typic al int e rfe ro g ram.

is imaged onto the exit slit 52

via mirrors MS and M3. The

main problem with this

instrument is that high

resolution requires narrow slits

limiting throughput. Measuring

the spectrum one frequency at a

time limits the speed at which

the spectrum may be obtained.

The grating resolution and

hence the instrument resolution

Sensor
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is a function of the number of grating lines illuminated by the source. Instrument

resolution can be readily changed by choosing a new grating. Whilst much of the light

is wasted monochromators are simple to operate and fairly easy to construct.

In this work the advantages in both Fourier ffansform specrometers and

monochromators are combined with heterodyning techniques to produce an

inexpensive, easy to construct interferometer for measuring the spectra of narrow

band light sources such as laser diodes.

This chapter covers the design of a high resolution wavemeter which incorporates

optical spatial heterodyning techniques using diffraction gratings in a Sagnac

interferometer. Operating principles and theoretical development are presented

together with results from a working instrument. Good collimation of the source to be

measured was critical for accuracy. Introduction of a fibre feed system, which was

included to control collimation in the instrument, is evaluated. The wavemeter

performance and inherent limitations are then assessed.

5.2. InterferometerDesign

The aim of this work was to design and build a wavemeter to examine narrow band

light sources at high resolution. The basic design criterion was to resolve wavelengths

separated by 0.01 nm. Other goals were that the instrument should work with low

intensity light sources, have fast data acquisition, and be stable in the presence of

vibration.

A diffraction grating interferometer was chosen for the wavemeter for efficient use of

light and to incorporate spatial heterodyning techniques to increase resolution.

Stability requirements suggested a Sagnac common path design for the interferometer

with a charge-coupled device (CCD) camera as the sensor for fast data acquisition.

5.2.1. Heterodyningwilhlnterferometers

As in the interferometer shown in Figure 44 the output intensity is,
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z

Figure 47: Interferometer beam

wave fronts.

r = rr+ r,+,lrl,cr{Tu,-',,)

where I, are the beam intensities, l. is the wavelength, and x, - x, is the optical path

difference. By varying the delay in very fine steps the interferogram is plotted from

which the wavelength can be recovered. Alternatively, if the interferometer mirrors

are tilted about some central point, the path difference and hence interferometer

phase, /, is then a function of position in the output plane.

0=
zlt\x

1
2nAz

I

where d is the angle between the wavefronts

reflected from the mirrors and z and Ax are

defined in Figure 47. This maps the

interferogram into the z-plane where the

measurement can be made, more quickly, by a

photo diode :uray. However because 2 is typically less than a micron, the mirror tilt

must be very small so that the spatial fringes may be resolved.

To heterodyne down the spatial fringe frequencies the interferometer mirrors can be

replaced by diffraction gratings. Of course, for a diffraction grating the angle at which

light is reflected is a function of frequency. A central reference wavelength, ).0 may

be selected by tilting the grating so that wavefronts at that wavelength are

perpendicular to the instrument optical axis and 0 = 0 giving zero spatial fringes. At

some wavelength Ao ! L.l 0 + O and low spatial frequency fringes will be seen

across the field of view. The absolute wavelength, ),, can be recovered by measuring

the spatial fringe frequency, using Fourier transform techniques, and knowing the

heterodyne wavelength and grating diffraction characeristics.

Heterodyning with this method enables easy independent positioning of the

heterodyne frequency and optimisation of the resolution/range parameters which are
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derived for each instrument later in this chapter.

5.3. Single Diffraction Grating Wavemeter

This section covers the initial design, theory, and operation of the diffraction grating

wavemeter.

5.3.I. Operating Principles

Figure 48 shows a Sagnac interferometer with one mirror replaced by a diffraction

grating. Clockwise (CVD and anti-clockwise (ACW) beams are incident on the

diffraction grating. The

grating is angled such that the

frst order diffraction beams

propagate back through the

beamsplitter to be imaged

onto the CCD camera.

ItSh, Plane waves incident on the

Source grating are diffracted through

an angle that is a function of

the incident angle and the

optical wavelength. On

Figure 4g: singre grating sagnac interferometer. 
exiting the interferometer CW

and ACW beams are angled

with respect to each other and on interference form a spatial interferogram.

The heterodyning is achieved by selecting the angle at which the beams are incident

on the grating. By rotating the grating a specific wavelength can be selected as the

central reference. At this wavelength the CW and ACW wavefronts exit the

interferometer parallel to each other giving interference fringes of zero spatial

frequency. As the light wavelength deviates from the central wavelength the relative

diffraction angle between the wave fronts increases and more spatial fringes can be

seen. Calibration is then possible with a niurow band light source of known

M2
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wavelength, eg. a stabilised laser or a specific line from a gas lamp, in the region of

interest.

5.3.2. TheoreticalDevel,opment

The theoretical resolution and free spectral range of the wavemeter may be derived

from the diffraction grating equation:

Figure 49: Beam angles

the dffiaction grating.

j

sind- sinrz=n2_---Fd

Where, as seen in Figure 49, a,p are the incident and

diffracted angles measured from the normal, rz is the

diffraction order, d is the grating spacing, and )' is the

wavelength. Using the *l'fr orders for the clockwise

and anticlockwise beams respectively, this may be
at

written, sin p -sina = {, *h"re P> a.
d

For the clockwise beam, a is a constant and differentiating w.r.t. i,

"org4 =!---- d^ d

op=&

Similarly for the anti-clockwise beam, p is aconstant and differentiating w.r.t.i,

da1
-cosa d|= d

- L.l
La, = dcosa,

At the interferometer output the angle between wavefronts is then,
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o=Ln-La=+l#.*]

Consequently the number of fringes seen in the field of view, n , is,

dNA
I-!rr-\ = ^t, __LlzDl""tp* 

roro-1

DOn=:
4

_pM[ r * t I
dA lcos p cosal

Defining the resolution, 0.i., as the wavelength change that changes the number of

fringes across the instrument aperture by one results in,

where D is the instrument aperture size. The free spectral range, without aliasing, is

set by the Nyquist theorem and therefore depends on the number of sampling points in

the sensor array, N, as follows:

5.3.3. Experhnental Implementati,on

The optical setup shown in Figure 48 was constructed on a light table with no

vibration isolation and using a HeNe laser as a test light source. The fringes obtained

wer€ very stable due to the basic Sagnac interferometer design. However, a problem

was immediately obvious. Using the higher order diffraction beams meant the grating

did not sit at a 45-degree angle. For example, a blazed diffraction grating with 600

lines/mm operating at 633nm required,
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The clockwise beam was laterally expanded
Figure 50: Distorted beam profiIes' while the anti-clockwise beam was

compressed. This shear then distorted the expected fringe pattern making large grating

angle configurations useless, cf. Figure 50.

5.4. Double Diffraction Grating Wavemeter

5.4.1. Operating Principles

To correct for the lateral shear

introduced by the single grating in

the interferometer, a second

grating may be inserted in place of

one of the remaining mirrors. This

configuration is shown in Figure

51.

Both beams are laterally

compressed and expanded giving

zero net shear. At the heterodyne

frequency the clockwise and anti-

clockwise beams follow identical

paths and exit the interferometer

parallel to each other giving

fringes of zero spatial frequency.

At other frequencies the beam deviates from this path as shown in Figure 52. The

vertical lines represent the planes of the interferometer elements. The diffraction of

the CW beam at DGI and DG2 deviates the beam from the heterodyne wavelength

path where reflection at the beamsplitter reverses the angle of deviation. For the ACW

CCD
Camera

Figure 5l: Asymntetric configuration of the

double dffiaction grating Sagnac

interferometer
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BS M DG] DGz BS

Cloclartise
Beam

Anti-Cloclmtise
BeamBS DG2 DGI M BS

Figure 52 : The beam path for the CW and ACW beams are

shown as they deviate after reflection or dffiaction from the

interferometer elements ( with respect to the optic axis).

beam the final reflection from mirror M also reverses the angle of deviation resulting

in an interferogram at the interferometer output. This frequency dependent angle gives

rise to the resolution enhancement of this heterodyning method but at the expense of

free spectral range.

It is important to note that the gratings must be adjacent. The beam path for a more

symmetric BS -+ DG + M + DG -+ BS anangement of interferometer components

is shown in Figure 53. Although both beams exit at an angle to the instrument optic

axis, they are parallel w.r.t. each other and no ftinges are produced.

It remains to determine the resolution and free spectral range of this new

configuration.

BS DGI M DG2 BS

Clockwise
Beam

BS DG2 M DGI

i Anti-Clockwise
i_

BS Eeam

Figurc 53: The ACW and CW beam paths for the symmetic

placement of the dffiaction gratings are shown. No fringes

result.
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5.4.2. The or etic al D ev elnp ment

DGI

Once again resolution and free spectral range are derived

from the grating equation where i=I,Z for DGl and

DG2, respectively,

Eq- 3

a, is a constant. Figure 54 shows the beam path as it is

diffracted from the gratings. As wavelength, .1, changes

fl also changes, giving a corresponding alteration in fi.
Consequently the change ina, is a function of the angular

change in fl due to the dispersion at diffraction grating DGI and the dispersion at

diffraction grating DG2. This is expressed mathematically in Eq.4.

sinp, -sina, =L.

Figure 54: Cloclcwise

beam path.

da" .L*do, 
L)"Ldz=fiot, 

aA -'

AtDGl, differentiating the grating equation w.r.t f,. gives,

lE 
"orp,=+

LFr=#

Eq.4

From the geometry,

da"
tne 7u

L& = -Lfr'
_L^

dcosB,

term is obtained by differentiating Eq. 3, w.r.t fr.
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noa
cos //" - *cosa, = 6'' dF,

0a, _cos F,
0f, cosd2

Similarly for DGZ, by differentiating Eq. 3 w.r.t.,i.,

dcosa,

On substitution in Eq.4,

oa, -
a

- cos4,

cosa2

-l

Aa, =

beaml _ _,__ L

beam2 ---->=-<<{===- J 
*t

D

Figure 55: Output fringes with

corresponding interferometer

beam wavefronts.

Ll -Ll
d""tn* a"r*

4L70- .dcosd

where 4 is now the incident angle. From this the

number of fringes at the output is calculated, cf. Figure

55.

The approximation that cosB, = cosfl + cosdz = cosdr and results in,

La, = -zLtr
dcosa,

The deviation of the anti-clockwise beam may be derived similarly so that d, the

angle between the wavefronts is given by:

n)"=0D
4L)D

)dcosa

The resolution, d,1., of the instrument is defined as the

OuEwFinga
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change in wavelength required to give a change in the number of fringes, n , of one.

dAcosa
6A=

The free spectral range in this case can also be found by applying the Nyquist

criterion using the number of elements, N, in the measuring sensor array.

4D

FSR = idt
N).dcosa

8D

When using a CCD camera as the sensor array, combined with a frame grabber,

N = 512. With a beam width of 25 mm, 600 line/mm diffraction gratings, and a

wavelength of 633 nm the theoretical instrument resolution is 0.009 nm with a free

spectral range of 2.36 nm. This is just within the stated objectives.

5.4.3. Characterisation of a laser diode

The instrument in Figure 56 was assembled on an optical table. An =79onm infra-

red laser diode was selected as the test source. This was collimated by lens LI. The

instrument aperture was limited by the 30run cube beamsplitter. The ACW and CW

beams were diffracted by the gratings DGI and DG2. The two gratings of equal line

spacing were recycled from an old pair of monochromators. Unfortunately the blaze

angles were different as one was designed for the visible spectrum and the other for

ultra-violet and therefore the grating efficiencies at infra-red wavelengths were not the

same. However the ACW and CW beams were diffracted from both gratings in

succession resulting in beams of equal intensity. This was wasteful in terms of light

but was sufficient to test the usefulness of the operating principle, graphically

demonstrating the insensitivity of this design to differences in the gratings.

The single output lens L2, imaged the fringe field onto the 6.6mmx8.8mm active

area of the camera. Because the gratings were adjacent the planes of DGI and DG2

could not be imaged onto the CCD camera simultaneously. This gave rise to
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CCD
Camera

Figure 56: The Sagnac Fourier transform heterodyning

spe ctromete r is illustrated,

lateral shear between the ACW and CW beams at the CCD camera. The effects of this

residual lateral shear are dealt with in section 5.5.1.

The interferograms were recorded from the CCD camera with a frame grabber

controlled by the computer. A single line of the 512 x5l2 pixel array was transferred

to the hard drive for later analysis. Real time

display of data was also possible. The output

power of the diode was then altered from

approximately 0 to 5 mW in 100 steps. This

was achieved by changing the diode injection

current via a 0 to 5 Volt output signal from an

analogue to digital board also controlled by

the computer.

The frequency of the laser diode was also

measured as a function of output power with a

monochromator. Figure 57 shows the peak

wavelength as the diode injection current is

t
I

Pr* Fn$.rry E Volbet

m.5 7Ct ru
9{rFlqblm)

Figure 57: The wavelength change

as a function of laser diode output

power is clearly shown.
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altered to change the diode output power.

Note that the laser diode frequency was a function of temperature as well as injection

current and the diode was used without temperature stabilisation. Therefore this graph

is more representative than quantitative. The monochromator was able to resolve the

central laser frequency but, of course, the mode structure was not revealed.

Figure 58 shows the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of the data obtained with the

Fourier transform spectrometer.

Fringe spatial frequency is plotted along the x-axis and laser power in terms of the

injection current control voltage along the y-axis. Nominally 5V corresponds to

5 mW of laser output power. The intensity of light at a given frequency is represented

as a grey scale from 0 to I in256 steps, high intensity being white. To compensate for

the low laser output intensity at low power, each line of data has been separately

r00 150

Spatially Heterodynod Fr€quency (fringo numbor)

Figure 58: The spectrum of the laser diode is displayed as the injection current

control voltage is increased from zero to five volts.

q
o

o

E
E 2_5
oo
o3^
&

-5 s.s

Normalised FFT wilh low liequency tiltering.
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normalised. As a consequence background noise is much more apparent in the lower

power region.

The multi-mode structure in the low power region is clearly resolved. As the power

increased above the halfway point single mode operation of the laser commenced. A

large mode hop can be seen in this single mode section. These phenomena are well

known laser characteristics. It was encouraging to see them resolved by the

interferometer. The apparent blurring and bifurcation of the modes at low power is

very interesting. After discussions with Dr R. Leonhardt this was attributed to the

laser modes jumping about in frequency on a time scale that was much faster than the

CCD camera frame acquisition time. This is not seen in the higher power region as the

laser operation was much more stable at these injection current levels.

As a crude check on the calibration of the instrument the mode spacing measured by

the interferometer was compared to the typical spacing given in the laser diode

specifications. This was given as being between 0.3 and 0.4 nm. On average the

measured mode spacing was 0.33 nm. This was calculated using the measured

wavelength from the monochromator, the diffraction grating line spacing, and the

estimated instrument aperture to find the resolution. Multiplying the resolution by the

average difference in mode fringe number gave the average mode spacing. Due to a

lack of a source of known frequency within the laser diode free spectral range it was

not possible to calibrate the instrument directly. Nevertheless this was very

encouraging as it confirmed in a small way our assumptions that the input waves were

plane and that residual lateral shear was not causing major enors.

5.5. Double Diffraction Grating Wavemeter Performance and

Limitations.

This section discusses the limitations of the instrument optical design and the

behaviour of the data acquisition system.

5.5.I. Effects of optical elernents

The single output lens imaged fringes onto the active area of the CCD camera. This
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imposed a spherical wave front shape onto the plane waves. Since this was applied

equally to both beams the interference pattern was representative of only the phase

difference between the wavefronts introduced by the diffraction gratings. However a

magnification factor,n, must be included in the equations if, for example to avoid

component edge effects, less of the fringe pattern was imaged onto the semi-

conductor sensor. Thus the resolution becomes.

d),cosq,61-
4Dm

Where d , ). , d, and D are respectively the grating spacing, heterodyne wavelength,

input angle, and instrument aperture. The angular displacement of the beams also

caused a lateral shear between the beams when they were recombined at the output.

This shear was a function of how far the beam had travelled and the direction of

propagation. The output lens could be used to resize the image and nullify this shear.

That is, there existed a plane in the output where the lateral shear was zero.

Calculating this point was not straightforward as the clockwise and anti-clockwise

beams travelled different distances from the gratings to the imaging lens.

For coherent light sources producing plane waves this shear did not change the output

fringe profile and could be largely ignored. However, if the wavefronts are not quite

plane, the fringe profile is altered. For example, if the light source is not well

collimated, shearing of the now spherical wavefronts causes linear fringes to appear at

the interferometer output. The linear fringes due to the angular beam displacement are

indistinguishable from those due to the lateral shear. Worse still the amount of shear

present is also a function of frequency and therefore the position of the zero shear

output plane is frequency dependent. For narrowband operation this did not affect the

resolution of the instrument. In this work the laser diodes were carefully collimated to

minimise this effect.

5.5.2. Data Acquisition System

The characteristics of the data acquisition system will alter the spectrum measured by

the spectrometer. This section covers the effects of the camera/digitiser system on the
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spectrum.

In this system data was acquired using three basic pieces of equipment. A CCD

camera, a digitizer, and a computer. The CCD camera was used to turn the fringe

intensity distribution into a composite video signal. This was accomplished by a

756x581 anay of elements over a sensor area of 8.8mmx6.6mm. The digital data

was converted into an analogue video composite signal. The digitizer then re-sampled

the video signal converting it into a 5I2x5l2 pixel array. The computer controlled

when the digitizer grabbed a complete frame of data coming from the video camera

and then stored that information or displayed it.

A possible source of signal degradation was the number of conversions between

digital and analogue signals. The original analogue fringes are digitised by the CCD

camera pixels which in turn is converted into an analogue video composite signal to

be transmitted to the computer digitiser. This analogue-digital-analogue-digital

conversion causes smoothing of the higher frequency fringes.

5.5.3. Basic CCD camera operation

In older charge coupled devices, under intense incident light, the charge in each cell

could not be isolated from the others. This charge migration to adjacent cells, known

as blooming, also caused spatial smoothing and fringes of higher spatial frequency

had a correspondingly lower amplitude. The exact modulation transfer function

depended on the CCD pixel charge profile.

More modern devices have almost eliminated this problem through inclusion of

vertically placed drains to absorb charge overflow in the horizontal directions.

Vertical leakage is reduced but not entirely eliminated through line and frame

transfers at increased clock speeds. The pixel charges are clocked off the individual

sensors as quickly as possible allowing little time for overflow to occur. They are then

stored in a buffer for conversion to a video composite signal and transmission at the

normal rate.

Infra-red filters are often placed over the active CCD anay to restrict the semi-

conductor optical frequency response to that of the human eye and must be removed
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before IR diodes may be measured. Manufacturers

also usually include optical low pass spatial filters to

eliminate high spatial frequencies and reduce

aliasing. The principle of operation is shown in

Figure 59 and is constructed of two bi-rifringent

quartz plates. By splitting a single incoming ray into

two or more rays, the image was effectively blurred

and hence high frequencies were filtered out.

lMeo
Camera

Figure 60 : Mirror M3 was

tilted to produce spatial fringes

to measure the CCD camera

modulation t ransfe r func tion.

Bi-refringent
Plates

Beam
Paths

ee-ray
eo-ray
oe-ray
oo-ray

5.5.4. CCD carnera modulation

transfer functi.on

To quantiff the effects of the internal operation of

the CCD camera on fringe data the modulation

transfer function of the data acquisition system was

measured. Figure 60 shows a simple Sagnac

interferometer that was used to produce vertical

Figure 59: The 'e' and.'o' rays

produced by bi-rifringent plates

blurs the image reducing

aliasing.

fringes of variable spatial frequency. The Sagnac

interferometer, being a conrmon path desigB,

automatically eliminated any error which would

be introduced through vibration. Simply tilting the

cenffal mirror caused the clockwise and anti-

clockwise beams to exit at an angle to each other

producing the variable fringes required. The fringe

amplitude was then measured by taking the fast

Fourier transform of the data over a range of

spatial frequencies as measured by the video

camera.

The modulation transfer function of a Sony AVC-

DTCE B/W CCD camera is shown in Figure 61.

Each line of data was 512 elements long giving, in accordance with the Nyquist limit,

a maximum definition of 256 fringes. This data was padded with zeros out to 1536

elements then Fourier transformed, to give the modulation transfer function. The
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positionand ar'rplitude foreach data set wu then plotted. lltere sr,as a definite drcp io

mea"sured ftinga conrast as a funs-tion of increasing fringe fiequency.

Simllar tests were run with an Ikegami [Ct]'428 EIW CCD cemem. This pr.oduced a

slightly differeut curv..o to the Ssny camerq but in addition to causing a drop in signal

amplitude at high frequency the Ikogami camera iilroduced a s,igpificant broadoning

o-f wtat should be a sharply deftned peak in the ftequency dounin" Thls made the

Sony camera far msre desirable for data acquisitio:n purposes as artificial broadening

of what ehouldbe hailsformlifidtedpeaks, was kept to a minimum.

x 10a Modulation Transfer Funetlo,n of the Sony 8fi1, CcD Garnem.
2.5

,o€5
-91,

E

50
0L
0 100 150 200

Spatial ftinge frequency.
250 300

Figure 67: Mod,ulatianTran$er Fanetianfor thc Son! AVC.DTCE camcra.

55.5. The Effects of M Mqnipulffion Methofu

The fringe frequency was extracted from the data Uy pertorming a Fourier transform.

A continuous.Fourier@nsforrn ig deflned as'
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F(v) = I*ft'lexp(- lznw)dx.

The representation of the function/(.r) in the spatial frequency domain, F(v) , can be

thought of as probing the function with an infinite number of frequencies and then

integrating over all space. In reality where calculations are done numerically it is not

possible to do this for all frequencies over all space, but rather, in discrete positions in

space at discrete frequencies. This describes the discrete Fourier transform,

F(v) =f lrt'1"*p(- pn/y x)

where x is now a discrete space
Continuous

t ransfo rm limite d p e ak s

variable and % is the discrete

spatial frequency measured in cycles

per sample. It is therefore likely that

a sinusoidal function has a frequency

that falls between two of these

discrete frequencies giving some

amplitude to adjacent frequency

components of the spectrum, cf.

Figure 62.

The effects of false spreading of a

transform timited peak is

cn
t

(\t \r \ Gl fhrs+++RstRs

Discrete
t ransfo rm limit e d p e aks

v=n
V = n#0.5

for n an integer

Figure 62: A continuous transform of finite

width results in a sinc function. The discrete

transform is then a sampled version of this.

demonstrated using the Sony camera test data. A second Fourier transform of the

same data is performed without the zero padding.

The resulting changes in amplitude of the frequency peaks, as seen in Figure 63, were

purely an artefact of the discrete nature of the algorithm. By padding the data with

zeros the Transform interpolates between the discrete frequencies defined by the

number of sensors in the array. However this method has limited usefulness. Padding

the transform simply plots out the underlying sinc function of the continuous

transform, which is limited by the real width of the data set, in more detail.
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Figure 63: Comparison of the efficts of the discrete Fourier transform on

frequency amplitude.

The effect of the discrete FT was to alter the relative amplitudes of the measured

frequency components. This did not affect the resolution of the instrument but when

combined with the modulation transfer function of the CCD camera, quantitative

measurements of relative mode strengths were unreliable.

5.6. Introduction of a Fibre Feed System

The operation of the instrument relied on plane waves entering the system. This was

achieved by careful positioning of the light source at the input lens focal point and

relying on the laser being close to a point source. This positioning was repeated every

time a new light source was tested and restricted testing to near point sources. The

addition of an optical system to guarantee plane waves entering the instrument not

only ensures the residual shear is not causing false fringes, but can allow the spectra

of non-point sources to be measured.
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Figure 64: Afibre positioning system was added to ensure plane wavefronts entered

the interferometer.

An optical system was added at the input as shown in Figure 64, consisting of an

optical fibre coupler, holder, and a section of standard optical communications multi-

mode fibre. The fibre was cleaved and held at the focal point of input lens L1. Multi-

mode fibre was selected to increase throughput and for the ease of coupling light into

the fibre with the added bonus of being less expensive.

5.6.1. Expected Behaviour

By incorporating a multi-mode fibre delivery system the spatial intensity of the input

plane waves was modulated. The contributions of the many spatial modes caused a

speckle pattern to be superimposed over the fringe pattern recorded by the CCD

camera at the wavemeter's output. In the frequency domain, this spatial amplitude

modulation caused sidebands to appear about the central frequency. The structure of

the sidebands was a function of the speckle distribution and the number of

longitudinal modes the source was lasing on.

A single line in the output fringe field from an interferometer may be expressed as,
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F(x)= I, + Ir+ z.fficos(tx)

where 11,17, are the beam intensities and /< is the spatial fringe wavenumber. The

effects of the speckle field may be included as amplitude modulation of the beam

intensities. Since the modulation is a function of the fibre both /, and I, are similarly

affected. Therefore Ir= Ir= I(k;,.r), where fti is the speckle spatial modulation

wavenumber. The intensity field is then,

F("r) = 2I (k;, x) + z t (tci, x) cos(tor)

After applying the Fourier transform (FT) this becomes the convolution of the FT of

the cosinusoidal fringe pattern with that of the speckle modulation distribution.

r(r, r') = zr(k', ki) + zl(*', t<[) * [a1t - fto ) + d(r + ro )]

where r(t,t') and I(/<',/<6) *" the FT's of F("r), I(k;,x\ and d(/<+ko) are delta

functions at * ft0. The effect of the speckle is to form sidebands around the spatial

frequency peak in the spectrum.

A spatial speckle distribution of low wavenumber ft' may be recovered by digitally

low pass filtering the FT of the data. This is then inverse FT to get t(ki,x) where,

recovers the underlying cosinusoidal fringes.

5,6.2, Another look at the Laser Diode

Figure 65 shows the power spectrum of the infra-red laser diode through the fibre.

The sharp spectrum obtained without the fibre feed system has been bluned. The

multi-mode region is especially difficult to resolve as each of the three or four lasing
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Figure 65: Power spectnon of the laser diode with a fibre feed stage added onto the

front af the war)emeter.

frequencies have acquired sidebands.

From ttle theory it was expected that the amplitude modulation could, to a large

extent, be removed. Figure 66 shows the spectrum for a diode output power of

approximately lmW where this method was applied. The solid line is the raw data

and the dashed line has been corrected for the intensity modulation by the method

described in section 5.6.1. Similarly, Figure 67 isthe power spectrum for the laser

diode with = 4ntW of output power.

The expected improvement in the spectrum has not occurred even in the single mode

region. The intensity profile, /, is not being recovered correctly from low frequency

filtering of the spectrum.

This was most likely due to spurious reflections from component parts
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producing low intensity interference

fringes, E(k;,x), overlaying the

experimental data. The interferogram

was then,

r(x) = 2I (k;, x) + 2I (k[, x)cos(tox) + E(ki, x)

By filtering, this resulted in,

Figure 66:

r(x)- I _
I

2t(k[,x)cos(tox)
zr(k;,x)+ E(k;,x)

cos(kox)

L+ E(k;,x)lzr(k;,x)

The effects of the error term are then

dependent on the intensity of the fringe

distribution. As zl(k;,-r) tended to zero

the error term dominates and the cosine

is not demodulated.

Figure 67

Several experimental techniques for averaging out the speckle modulation were

investigated. Moving the fibre caused the speckle position to vary while, at high

spatial frequencies the underlying fringes appeared to remain stationary.

Unfortunately at lower spatial frequencies the underlying fringes also moved and the

resulting averages were worse than with no attempts at compensation.

It was concluded that the best way to eliminate the modulation was to go to a single

mode fibre. However, the reason for including a fibre delivery system was to make

the alignment of a test source easier. Coupling light into a single mode fibre is more

difficult and no advantage would be gained over careful positioning of a test source at
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the input lens using a Murty plate interferometer as a guide.

5.7. Conclusion

By combining F.T.S techniques with heterodyning and a Sagnac common path

interferometer a novel wavemeter with a resolution of better than 0.01 nm was

developed3. This was achieved with inexpensive or recycled components. Important

features of this design were the absence of any moving parts, the insensitivity to

differences in the diffraction grating specifications, and the stability afforded by the

common path design against vibration during measurement. Computer control

enabled fast data acquisition with on screen conversion to the frequency domain. This

resulted in the quick easy characterisation of a laser diode distinguishing domains of

multimode and single mode operation, while locating mode hopping points in the

power spectrum as a function of diode injection current.

Draw backs of the system include,

o The inability to simultaneously image the planes of both gratings onto the CCD

camera.

The large angles at which the diffraction gratings were set caused mechanical

difficulties reducing the instrument aperture.

o In the frequency domain the modulation transfer function of the CCD camera

reduced amplitudes and broadened the peaks at high spatial frequencies.

This lead to the development of a second high resolution narrow band spectrometer.
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Chapter 6. Michelson

Interferometric

Spectrometer

6.1. Introduction

In the previous chapter a heterodyning Fourier transform specEometer was developed

to measure the spectra of narrowband sources.

The main problem with the Sagnac design was the large diffraction angles of the

beams from the gratings in the interferometer. This made the mechanical construction

and adjustment of the grating holders difficult over a large range of input optical

frequencies. A second difficulty was the difference in distance from the diffraction

gratings to the imaging lens for the clockwise and anti-clockwise beams. By changing

the basic design of the interferometer to a Michelson type these problems were
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eliminated.

6.2. Single Diffraction Grating Instrument

A preliminary investigation was made to determine the potential of incorporating a

diffraction grating in a Michelson interferometer. Figure 68 is a schematic of the

initial instrument.

The source for the interferometer was a 780 nm laser diode. The laser light was

collimated by lens 21. After reflection at the beamsplitter the beam was diffracted by

grating DG|, where the first order beam was retro-reflected by minor Ml, and

diffracted at DGI once more. The plane of the grating was imaged onto the CCD

camera by lens L2.The other beam transmitted through the beamsplitter was reflected

by mirror M2 passing through a neutral density filter to balance beam intensities. The

plane of M2 was also imaged onto the CCD camera via lens 12.

Light at the heterodyne wavelength formed interference fringes of zero spatial

frequency in the plane of the CCD camera. Any deviation from this cenfral

Laser
Diode

M2

ND
Filter L2

A1

To A/D
Card

CCD
Camera

Tb Framegrabber

Figare 68: Single grating spectrometer test configuration.
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wavelength was seen as a change in spatial fringe frequency. The heterodyning

wavelength was selected by rotating the grating.

6.2.1. Theory

The theory of operation is simple. ln general the grating equation for the beam paths

in Figure 69 is,

M]
sina-sin P =Ld

Beam path at
heterodyne wavelength Deviation of path

withwavelength

Figure 69: The deviation of beam path with

wavelength is shown.

This can be stated mathematically by,

do^ 
=

a1 d cosan

For the next term the differentiation is with respect to F,n giving,

where B>a, 2is the

wavelength, and d is the

grating line spacing. The

subscript m in Figure 69

denotes angles after

reflection from miror M|.

The deviation angle Ad is a

function of the change in F^

due to the change in p and

the change in wavelenglh.

ot=*ns,+ftW^

The first term may be calculated by differentiating the grating equation with respect to

A.
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oan

ap^
= 

co'sf,,

coscr;

LF^=-o"*o

From the geo'rneEy, LF^ = -tF and therefore,

The overall deviation i's therefore,

Lo= -M -dcosa^
cas p^ ,L)"

oosp dcosa^

AO = -LL:A 
'

doosa

For coupcnents of equal value A0 and hence interferometer resolution is half 'that of

the Sagnac design

For wavelengfts near the heterodyne wavelength cosd ='cosdla +cos/=cosfor

and the deviadon besomes,

Campater Sofrware ContruILoap
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6.2.2. Data Acquisition

The data acquisition control diagram is shown in Figure 70. The laser diode contoller

changed the laser diode output power by modifying the diode injection current. This

was in turn controlled by the 0-5 V output range from the digital to analogue (D/A)

converter. 5V nominally equated ta 5ntW of optical power.

A camera frame was captured via the digitiser, or framegrabber, for each setting of

laser diode output power. The computer program operated the laser via the D/A

convertero saved the data through the framegrabber, and then processed the data either

for real time observations or for later consideration.

6.2.3. Resalts

The spectrum of the TS}nmlaser diode was measured by rotating the grating until

fringes were seen at the interferometer output. The instrument was not calibrated as

this was still a preliminary investigation. The spectrum is shown in Figure 71.

Heterodyne fringe number is displayed as a function of laser control voltage, with

grey scale representing intensity. Note that the lower resolution of this instrument and

the increased sensitivity to vibration of the Michelson design make resolving the

multiple modes at low power difficult. Nevertheless the same basic features as were

evident with the Sagnac design can be seen., ie mode hopping.

It may be possible to resolve the multiple modes if they are at higher spatial fringe

frequency. By changing the heterodyne frequency slightly they were moved out of the

DC clutter. A second data set was then averaged over 20 adjacent lines in the CCD

array to reduce noise levels. Unfortunately the expected multi-mode fringes could still

not be clearly resolved.

The results obtained here were improved by developing the basic Michelson design

further.
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Figure 71: Single grating results for a laser diode as a function of

output power.
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Figure 72: Noise levels are somewhat lower after averaging over

twenty lines in the CCD camera outpuL Note tlmt the heterodyne

freqttency has been altered between test runs.
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6.3. Michelson Interferometric Spectrometer

lmprovements in the operation of the Michelson interferometer based spectrometer

were made by removing all the mirrors and including a second grating. The gratings

were Litbow mounted. That is light at the heterodyne frequency, ,L^, satisfies the

Littrow condition that cos F =cosa in the diffraction gfating equation.

"oro = 
Au

2d

At this wavelength the first order beams were diffracted back along the incident path

in parallel to give fringes of zero spatial frequency. The angle is also dependent on the

grating spacing, d. The configuration in Figure 73 is similar to that proposed by Dohi

and Suzuki3t but does not rely on their holographic recording and processing

techniques.

In the insffument in Figure 73, light from the source was collimated by lens L7, and

then diverted via the beamsplitter onto the diffraction gratings. The gratings were at

DG2

Light

Tb Framegrabber

Figure 73: The

Spectrometer.

Dffiaction Grating Michelson Interferometric

r00



such an angle that the first order beam diffracted back down the interferometer path to

be imaged onto the CCD camera via lens L2, The wavelength which satisf,red the

Littrow condition was also the heterodyne wavelength and may be altered by rotating

the gratings. Note that the gratings were oppositely oriented to ensure heterodyning of

the wavefronts.

6.4. Theory of operation

The operating theory for this spectrometer is simple. Again resolution and range are

derived from the grating equation. For first order diffraction in the Littrow mounted

grating in Figure 74,

sin p, + sin A,

where, a, and p, are unsigned quantities and a,, a constant. i = I denotes diffraction

from DGl. Differentiating w.r./. 2 gives the wavelength dependence of the change in

diffraction angle.

A

d

cosd, 
d0' =l"dA d

L1Ll\= m
dcos pl

where M" is the difference from the heterodyne

wavelength. Arguing similarly for diffraction of the

second beam ftom DG2, where i=2, the angular

displacement between the beams, d, is then,

Figure 74: A slight

dffirence from the Littrow

wavel.ength results in

deviation of the dffiacted

beam.

0=L4r+Lfrz
2LA

dcos P

where it is assumed the input angle, a, = Gr

same for both beams, and therefore p = p,

= Q2, is the

= Fz.

t0l



Output Fringes

'-rrr{I*

For wavelengths near the Littrodtreterodyne

angle, 0 is small and the approximation,

0 =+ is valid, where Dis the aperture. This
D

relates the number of spatial fringes, n, to
wavelength by,

,= ZDM
dlcos p

The resolution of this instrument, 6),, is defined as the change in wavelength that

causes a change in the number of spatial fringes in the output fietd by one fringe.

Substituting,

il.=L4-L)n
t.- , y)dcos f

= [tt' - n" l-
2D

_ )tcos F
2D

Note that with operating at the Littrow angle, I = sing + cos f = cosq = rlr-4t 4d2

and therefore,

*^F4y 4d'61d" =
Eq- 5

where 1,,,by satisfying the Littrow condition, was the heterodyne wavelength. The

free specfal range was then,{ 6).nn,where N was the number of sampling points at

the interferometer output. tn iu"ti"" the fringe number, n, was recovered from the

Fourier transform of the CCD camera data and wavelength was recovered by,

A=An+n61

2D

t02



For a Zomm aperture and a grating line spacing d = 0.833x lO-7 m, at

7= An =590nm the resolution is 0.0115nln. Therefore for N =256 the free spectral

range is + 2.94nm. This is comparable with the performance of the Sagnac design.

6.4.1. Resolution changes with heterodyne frequency.

This instmment may be calibrated using two known wavelengths. This is covered in

detail in section 6.6. It is necessary to define how the instrument resolution changes

with heterodyne frequency.

Eq. 5 defines the instrument resolution and is a function of the heterodyne

wavelength. Figure 75 plots the resolution change as a function of heterodyne

wavelength over the visible and near infra-red regions of the spectrum.

Higher resolution is possible at shorter wavelengths. A spatial fringe number of l0 at

400nm equates to a A.i. = .065nm whereas at 900nm, LA =0.125nm. This suggests

0.015
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Figure 75: Instrument resolution as a function of heterodyne wavelength.
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that to precisely calibrate the instrument reference wavelengths near the spectrum of

interest are necessary, preferably within the free spectral range.

6.4.2. Resolution changes within the instrument free spectral

range.

The wavelength dependence may also cause the resolution to change significantly

within the free spectral range of the instrument. If this change equates to less than one

bin in the Fourier transform, that measures the number of fringes in the heterodyned

interferogram, this effect may be neglected.

Figure 76 shows the maximum percentage change in resolution, 4@x 100, over
dA,

the free spectral range for a heterodyning frequency, 20, from the visible to the infra-

red. For a data set of 512 points the maximum number of fringes able to be measured

ooc
dco
c
e
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o
o
c.
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Figure 76: Percentage resolution chang, 4P* l0O, over the instrument free
dA^

Resolutlon changs o\€r the lroe gp€ctral rango as a function ot hetorodyno wa\,glenglh,

spectral range is plotted as afunction o{heterodyne wavelength.



is 256. The error able to be tolerated is then 11256 which is a percentage change of

0.39Vo. Note from Figure 76 that the error introduced was less than one fringe and was

therefore not a dominant factor

6.4.3. Effects of an extended source.

This design of interferometer can be used with light sources of frnite extent as well as

near point sources such as laser diodes. So far in this thesis the theoretical

presentation of the heterodyning technique has assumed a spatially coherent source

that produces, after collimation, a single plane wave. For extended light sources this is

not the case.

The spatial distribution of an extended light source, such as a lamp, once collimated,

can be thought of as the sum of plane waves at a range of angles to the instrument

optical axis. Different points on the source will result in different angles of diffraction

from the gratings. Because the diffraction effects of the gratings were in one

dimension this analysis separates the effects due to the vertical and horizontal extent

of the light source.

6,4.3.1. Horizontalresolutionlimit.

Figure 6 shows two horizontally separated surface source points collimated by a lens.

The arrows are normals to the resulting plane waves with angular deviation Q.The

path of the rays normal to the wavefronts for on and off axis cases is traced in Figure

78. Note that the angular displacement due to the extended source is in the same

direction for both output beams and therefore the variation in angle between

Extertded Light

interfering wavefronts as a function of position

on the source was a second order effect. The

grating equations become,
Collimating lzns

Plane

Source

ti' sinp, +sin(a +O\=1-
d

sin Pr+sin(a -O)=Ld
Figure 77:
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From the geonreny at the inter&rometer outputthe variation m anglebetween the two

inbrfuigg warreftonts is,,

L0 = Lfri- Lfrz

=2P-F -F,
f 4 \ /r \ tt7 \

= t*tn-'f#-sinaJ-sin-'[f-'d".t),)-'[i-'"1' -rl)

The mlnnber of spatial fringgs is: caloulated using the Fourier tran form which can

fl€asule. a rninimum shangs in the nlmber of spatlal ftinges of one. A maximt&

broadening of the spatial fringe of one fringe implies, O? 
=r.,l

Ivlininrising the resultant expression to find / numericdly, for ty,pical valuas, gave a

OffAxts

Figure VB
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total angular source size of 2Q=0.0122 radians. This effect is independent of the

number of spatial fringes in the field of view.

6.4.3.2. Verticalresolutionlimit.

The finite extent of the source in the vertical direction further broadens the specral

lines measured with the instrument. For input rays at an angle I to the optic axis in

the vertical direction, the spatial fringe frequency is modified by a factor cos9

because of the change in path length, cf. Figure 79.

The extent of the broadening is dependent on the path difference between the wave

fronts and therefore on the number of spatial fringes in the field of view This then has

no effect at the heterodyne wavelength and broadening is greatest at the limit of the

free spectral range where the wavefronts are at the maximum angle.

In the following analysis on-axis rays are assumed in the horizontal direction. The

vertical angle required to change the number of fringes by one is the maximum

broadening tolerated.

Path dffirence
between wave fronts

Figure 79: The paths for on axis and off aris rays are

shown for deviations in the vertical direction.

The fringe change due to this effect is then,

For an on-axis ray the

optical path difference is

simply,

OPD=2x=nA.

For an off-axis ray in the

vertical direction,

OPD' =2h = = n'),
cosd

2x

Off-axis
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,2x2hn -n =---11
=_2!_6_cosd)

).cosa
= n'(l-cosd)

This effect is a maximum when n' = !. Therefore,
2

Nr,
cosg) < Iz', ',

For N =512, 20,,-" =0.176 radians. With these limits on the size of a source the

resolution luminosity product for this instrument may be calculated.

r e s o I ut ion x ac c e ptanc e s o lid an gle x Wut ap e rtare

-- 4" ll sine do ddxw2
L), JJao

and for typical values this is = 64,O\0mmz steradians. To compare, the grating

spectrometer resolution luminosity product is defined as,

I d:2
='-----xLdxL,?x'a =L.I 4fn'

where / is the focal length and fn is the / - number of the grating spectrometer.

The vertical acceptance angle, t e = 4 is constrained by the mechanical construction
J

of the slit where typically !=llmm and /=3. The horizontal acceptance angle,

LO = +, is constrained by the resolution and the grating dispersion, a. Typically'af

a --3nmlmm. For these values the resolution luminosity product is only

2o0mm2 steradians compared to 64000mm2 steradians for the Fourier hansform

spectrometer.
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6.5. Instrument design and construction.

To make a stand alone instrument, purpose built hotders were designed to assist in the

setting of the gratings and other components so that sources of any wavelength could

be examined more easily. These, combined with standard off-the-shelf components,
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Figure 80: This birds eye view shows the assembled instrument and the beam path.



were assembled on a rigid base plate to give a stable, portable, easy to use instrument.

This section relates the instrument operational requirements to the mechanisms

designed to accomplish them. All design drawings can be viewed in Appendix 1.

6.5.1. Overallrequirements

There are seven basic elements in the interferometer design which are shown in

Figure 80. A collimating lens, the beamsplitter, two diffraction gratings, folding

mirror, imaging lens and the CCD camera. The most important elements are the

beamsplitter and diffraction grating assemblies.

When calibrating the spectrometer the gratings must be rotated to the heterodyne

wavelength of choice. To eliminate lateral shearing of the beams the axis of rotation

DESCRIPTION NUMBER
Lens 2 OTS

Post 3 OTS

Post holder 3 OTS

50 mm mirror and mirror mount I OTS

CCD camera I OTS

Translation stage OTS

50 mm tip-tilt glass plate holder 2 OTS

50 mm tip-tilt mirror mount 2 OTS

Plate beamsplitter I OTS

Compenstor plate I OTS

Beam splitter positioning plate I PB

Beam splitter base plate I PB

Grating backing plate 2 PB

Grating rotation plate 2 PB

Rotation positioning plate 2 PB

Grating spacer plate I PB

Mirror/lens base plate I PB

MirrorAens sliding plate I PB

CCD camera spacer plate I PB

CCD camera sliding plate I PB

Table 2

n0



must coincide with the front face of the grating plate. The grating lines must also be

vertical.

The beamsplitter and compensator must both be at 45o to the beam path. The relative

position of the plates must be offset to maximise the aperture as beam path is shifted

laterally due to diffraction in the glass plates.

Not only were holders required to fit the off-the-shelf elements, but spacer plates were

needed to place all the components at the same height. This doubled the number of

purpose built items. Also, one of the gratings was mounted on a translation stage for

ease of locating the zero path difference point and positioning the image in the centre

of the CCD array. Table 2 is the total list of components, both purpose built (PB) and

off-the-shelf (OTS).

6.5.2. Beamsplifrer assembly d,esign

The design criteria were sffaightforward. Instrument resolution was dependent on two

component values, the grating line spacing atrd the aperture. The aperture was

Beamsplitter Assembly maximised within the context of

component availability and bulkyness. The

limiting component in this respect was the

beamspliner. Any dispersion introduced by

the beamsplitter broadened linewidths

reducing resolution. For this reason a plate

beamsplitter with a compensation plate

was selected. With this relatively bulky

arrangement 50mm diameter glass plates

were a good compromise. Note that the

back surface of the beamsplitter and the

compensation plate were anti-reflection

coated to reduce stray reflections. An

illustration of the assembly is shown in

Figure 8l where standard tip-tilt mounts

lll

Figure 8I: The beamsplitter assembly is

shown with two tip+ilt mounts on a

positioning plate.



Anti-reflection coated
compensation plate

50-50
Beamsplitter

Output beam
displacement

Figare 82: Beam path displacement through the plate beamsplitter.

are used for fine control when aligning the beamsplitter.

This beamsplitter design displaced the beam path as shown in Figure 82. Care was

taken to position the beamsplitter and compensation plate to use as much of the

available plate face as possible.

From the geometry detailed in the inset to Figure 82, the displacement, d,

d = hsin9t

= r ,in(z-t"\cos0" t 4 'l
4\./

I, is obtained by applying Snell's law and d becomes,

Lt2



E.-r
--sm4

nr sinPr

n2
fl= ( . -,1' n, sin d, ))coqsm l-ll

l. \. nz ))

For 9, =1, nr=1, nz=1.455, and t =9.4mnt, gives d=2.95mn. The grating'4

holders allow at least this much lateral movement to compensate.

6.5.3. Dffiaction grffiing holder design

The gratings were Littrow mounted for wavelengths ranging from the visible to the

near infra-red. The angles of rotation over this range were calculated using the littrow

condition, cosd = fi, anAthe results are shown in Figure 84

In the schematic in Figure 83 the grating is glued to the grating plate. This can be

rotated slightly w.r.t. the alignment plate to ensure that the grating lines are vertical.

This in turn is fixed to a standard tip-tilt mount for fine alignment in the other two

Figure 83: Schematic of the dffiaction grating assembly.
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Figure 84: Littrow mounted grating angle as afunction of heterodyne wavelength.

axes. This is mounted on the kinematic mount base-plate where the pivot point is

directly below the center front of the grating. Beneath this is the rotation plate that

locks the rotated grating in place and can be attached to either the translation stage or

a spacer plate.

6.5.4. Assembly

Al1 instrument pieces were mounted on a base plate 500x380x20mm with M4

holes drilled at 25 mm intewals as shown in the illustration in Figure 80.

To conserve space the beam path after the interferometer was folded in an assembly

that included the imaging lens- The mirror and lens were held in posts that were

anchored to a sliding plate which in turn was mounted on a spacer plate. This sliding

arrangement easily aligned the beam along the CCD camera axis. A similar sliding

arrangement for the camera, consisting of two plates, provided a simple focussing
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mechanism.

The design drawings for the various plates can be found in Appendix |' They were

made by John Humphries in the Auckland University Physics Workshop.

6.6. Spectrometer Calibration

6.6.1. White Light Source

A white light source was used to find the zero path difference point, which was a

single fringe. The camera was then positioned so that the fringe fell in the center of

the CCD array. [t was necessary to do this only once, when the instrument was

assembled.

6.6.2. Sodium Vapour Lamp

To calibrate the spectrometer two known wavelengths within the free specfral range

Sodium D lines
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Figure 85: Interferometer output capturedfrom the CCD camera.
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were used. Sodium doublets were excellent candidates as calibration wavelengths as

7^ and d'l could be measured directly. The lines of the brightest doublet at = 590nm

are approximately 0.597 nm apart.

Figure 85 shows a spatial interferogram from the spectrometer. The fall off in contast

indicates that more than one spatial frequency is present. This is a function of the two

wavelengths present and the changing intensity over the =lUmm diameter of the

extended source.

This interferograms were Fourier transfonned and then averaged over a 100 pixel

band to reduce noise. Figure 86 compares the spectra obtained from three data sets.

The central heterodyne wavelength was changed between each data set to measure the

effects of the wavelength dependence of instrument resolution that was shown in

sections 6.4. I and 6.4.2.

Sodiql ff line separation measured at three diff erent spatial f reguencies.
6
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Figure 86: The Fourier transformed data between l0 and 100 spatial fringes is

shown for three test cases. The central heterodyne frequency has been changed

between data collection runs.
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The number of bins, An, separating the peak of each doublet line was measured and

using the known line spacin g, L).No the resolution was calculated, 5A = )" .'Nt

Nt = 45 for all three data sets showing that the resolution wavelength dependence is

not significant over this wavelength range. The resolution is then, 6), = 0.0133nrn and

the free spectral range is FSR = 3.4nm. This compares favourably with the

theoretical analysis of section 6.4.1 where 6/ = 0.01 l.Snm. Any discrepancies may be

attributed to the fraction of the aperture imaged onto the CCD camera.

The broadening of the peaks shows the effects of the extended source and have

width, FWHM =8 bins. Therefore an error estimate of !4 bins equates to

= XO.05nm. This error may be reduced by inclusion of an aperture.

6.6.3. Fringe Shape
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Figure 87: Fringe visibiliry is increased through the inclusion of an aperture.
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The sodium interferogram in section 6.6.2 exhibited a marked fall off in conffast at

the beam edges. The causes for this were two fold.

Firstly, the sodium vapour lamp used was an extended source where approx. lUmm in

diameter of the tube was visible. The effect, as calculated in section 6.4.3, on the

output image reduces contrast at the beam edges.

After inclusion of an input aperture of = 2mm in diameter the fringe pattern shown in

Figure 87 was observed. The fringe conffast improved and two fringe patterns of

different spatial frequency can be seen, cf Figure 88. As expected the peaks in the

transformed interferogram were then much narrower, cf Figure 89. The FWHM = 4

binsgivinganerrorestimate of =0.027r?m or +=L' =9x10-5.
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Figare 88: The interferogram of a single row in the fringe field shows the beating of

two fringes of dffirent spatial frequency,
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The second source of the drop in contrast for this high resolution spectrometer is the

width of the D-line energy transitions. The three main transition line broadening

effects are natural, pres$uren and Doppler broadening which is a function of

temperature.

T = 300K,

T = 5000K,

zRTlnz

L'vo 
=3xlo-6

vo

Auo 
= l.2xto-5

vo

M

E

E

Sodlum D llns ssaEtlon

{0 80
SprlLl F@qurncy

Figure 9I: Averaged outputfrom a cool Sodium vapour lamp in the

frequency domain.

o'=+l

where T is temperature, M is molar mass, and R is a constant. In the visible region for,

The remasinder of the measured line width of 9x10-s is most likely a function of the

pressure broadening. The actual temperature of the sodium vapour could not be

measured as directly, howevern when the sodium vapour lamp was first turned on, and

Po*t FWHMrr.S blns

Pe.LZ FWHM-l,75 blnr
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relatively cool, the broadening was not observed. In Figure 90 the fringes extend

across the field of view. As the source heated up after a few minutes the fringe

visibility decreased considerably to that shown previously in Figure 87. If calibration

data was taken with a cool source the FWHM of the peaks in the frequency domain

were reduced to l-2 bins as shown in Figure 91.

The peak widths equate to an error estimate of < +1 bin and therefore less than the

instrument resolution.

6.7. Results

6.7.1. Laser diode spectrum

The instrument was also used to measure the output of a 0.9mW,67onm collimated

laser diode as a function of changing injection current. The spectrometer was

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 t00
Spatial Frlnge Fraqu6ncy

Figure 92: Calibrationfor the laser diode data. Resolution is 0.01148 nm.
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Figure 93: Here the spectrum of the 0.9mW,670nm laser diode is plotted as

injection curuent is varied by a 1.8 to 3.4 Y controller.

calibrated with the sodium source immediately before the laser diode was measured.

After careful focussing of the image onto the CCD camera the calibration data shown

in Figure 92 were obtained. The laser diode had a nominal wavelength of. 670nm and

the calibration was at 590nm. lnstrument resolution is a function of wavelength, cf

section 6.4.1, and if the resolution, d'2, is known for a wavelength, i,, then the

resolution, 6tr' ,for a new wavelength, 7' is,

For 2 = 590nm. l' = 670nm. and 6) = 0.01 15nm, the resolution is 5A' = 0.0l3nm .

The spectrum of the 0.9ntW , 67onm laser diode is shown in Figure 93. The output

11 _ -n

cr/ ." tr'\' 4dz
OA =0/v--1---7A f 1?^

tt -_1' 4d2
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power control voltage is scanned frorn 1.8y to 3.4V where 3.4V nominally

corresponds to 0.9nI7. This instrument clearly resolved the mode hopping behaviour

peculiar to this particular laser diode.

6.7.2. Fluorescence from a HeNe laser

The HeNe laser discharge emits strongly near the sodium D lines. By measuring this

output and comparing results with tables of spectra for Helium and Neon, the

accuracy of the spectrometer was tested in detail.

Figure 94 shows the lines in the spectrum of the fluorescence, labelled A,B,C, and E,

near the sodium doualet, D and F. Table 3 is the list of Helium and Neon lines

identified within the free spectral rango. Note that, as expected, the further from the

Sodium calibration wavelengths the larger the error, particularly the 585.2488nm

x 1os Sodium, Helium. and Neon Spectra.

587.5 588.5 589 589.5
Wavelength, (nm)

Figure 94: Fluorescence from HeNE laser discharge.
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line.

Illemenl Wavelengtlr Mensrrred Rrror
A He 587--5966 nm 587.59i4 nm O 001?, nm
R He 5R7 56?.1 nm 5R7 5545 nm O OO76 nm
c Ne 58R.1R95 nm 5RR l9O4 nm O OOOQ nm
D Nn 5RR 995 nm faolilrrotinn I
R Ne 585-24R8 nm 5R5 1924 nm O O5647 nm
F' Na 5RQ 59?. nm Cqlihrqtinn ?

Table 3

However the remaining lines were resolved to within the predicted resolution of the

spectrometer, confirming the theoretical predictions of performance.

6.8. Limitations

There were several limiting factors for this spectrometer design. The most significant

was the nonlinear dependence of resolution on wavelength. A calibration source near

the region of interest was necessary for accurate line spacing measurements. This is

adequate for measuring differences in wavelength between spectral lines but for

absolute wavelength measurements, a calibration source must fall within the free

spectral range, as with the HeNe fluorescence.

The second limitation was the possibility of a wrap around effect. Two wavelengths

equally spaced around the heterodyning wavelength, tr^ XA,L, have the same spatial

fringe frequency. Without some apriori knowledge it was not possible to say which

side of ,i,, a particular peak was on unless a second data set was taken with a slightly

different heterodyning frequsncy. It was then apparent which peak was where from

the direction of rotation of the diffraction gratings.

The CCD camera modulation transfer function and the effects of the discrete Fourier

transform, as discussed in Chapter 5, prevented relative line strengths from being

estimated. While this did not affect the resolution of the instrument. it mav make

identification of more complicated spectra difficult.

Nevertheless this novel spectrometer, which incorporated the spatial heterodyning

technique, was well suited to the job of resolving narrow band spectra, for which it
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was designed.

6.9. Conclusion

This chapter describes a high-resolution spatially heterodyned CCD array Fourier

transform spectrometer with high throughput. The instrument had a resolution of

order OILnm with a free spectral range of 2.5nm. The throughput was about 300

times that of a grating spectrometer with similar resolution. Data acquisition was

possible in real time using a frarnegrabber and fast PC.

The potential of the instrument was demonstrated by measuring the spectra of sodium

and HeNe discharge lamps. The instnrment was also used to measure changes in the

mode spectrum from a 0.9mW,670nm laser diode as a function of output power.
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Chapter 7. Closing

Remarks to

Spectrometry

This concludes the work on narrow band high resolution spectrometry. The

investigations into spectrometry were instigated to measure the spectra from laser

diodes. The work on profilometry highlighted the necessity for characterising spectra

from laser diodes as a function of their ouqut power. Two novel interferometric

spectrometers were presented.

The first instrument3 was based on a novel Sagnac interferometer for stability and

incorporated two diffraction gratings in a heterodyning technique. High resolution of

O.Olnm over a free spectral range of = 2.5nm was attained.

The spectrometer was easily able to resolve the mode structure and mode hopping of a

near infra-red laser diode as a function of the output power. The absence of any slits
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gave a higher throughput than more conventional grating spectrometers with the

potential for less intense sources to be measured.

The disadvantages of the Sagnac design were overcome by using a Michelson

interferometero. By sacrificing some stability an easier to operate, larger aperture

instrument was designed and constructed. Similar resolution of order 0.01run over a

free spectral range of =2.5nm was obtained. The mode structure of a nominally

670nm laser diode was measured with the mode hopping typical of such devices

clearly resolved.

This instrument was not limited to near point sources enabling calibration using the

Dlines from a sodium vapour lamp. The spectrum of HeNe laser discharge was also

measured to within the resolution given by the calibration technique confirming the

instrument was operating as theoretically predicted.

This concludes the research be presented in this thesis.
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Appendix L. Spectrometer

design drawings

The design drawings for the Michelson double grating interferometric spectrometer

are collated here. All dimensions are in millimetres.

The diffraction grating was glued to the grating plate which was in turn bolted to the

alignment plate enabling the grating to be positioned vertically. This was screwed to a

standard Thor Labs 2" kinematic mount. This mount was attached to a base plate

which rotated about a pivot point. This could then be locked to the rotation plate at the

desired littrow angle. Rotation plate two was modified to attach to a Melles Griot

translation stage. The grating spacer plate then provided height equalisation.

The mirror/lens slider plate held two posts in position and could be locked to the base

plate. Similarly the CCD camera slider and base plates gave a simple stable focusing

mechanism.

The beamsplitter positioning plate held the beamsplitter/compensation plate in the

optimum position to maximise aperture with the spacer plate to ensure correct height.
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ABSTRACT

,1 rwtel prt<'isiotr rralcnwtcr i.s plescnlcr/ lfil/r a ru:soluliort ol'ltelter lhtnt
0'0f lrn. A Su1lttut' inlerferonreter n,illr tu,n dffiactiotr g,'atings fornrs the
/rrr,ri.s rr/ lhc instrt,:nrenl. Using sparial heterodvning teclutitluts antl u CCD
(.ntr(r(r'li'unrt, qrabbt,r tluta acquisitfolr sl'stcnr ullows .last computer tonlrol
uni pttrter sp{,('trtrfn tlrrrlr'.si.s. The rwtde.strrr('lurc und mudc hopping clturac-
f,,r'i..itit's rtl t tt'pfual luser diode u'erc, ,.r..nlrinetl us a.fimction of tliode
irrir,ttittn cilrrc'nt. t- l99tl Elserier Scir,rrt'e Ltd. All rfrTlrIs t'e.scrr:c,r/.

I INTRODUCTION

Spcctrr.rscopicr irtstruntcnts arc'avuilable iu manl,forms. ollcratirtg with a yitr-
ict-\'o[ prirrciplcs and purp()ses. We rvished to dcvelclp r'lr] inslrulnettt f()r
cllrrrc.terisuticrrr ol' laser diodes and l'node hop detection. Therelbre. 1u'tt
spcctr()scopc varieties ol' interest lrere are Fouricr Transfclrni Spectr()tneters
i-r nd i\t ollr)cll r'()r'lt;tt()rs. I

Fouricr Transltrrnr Spcctrornelryr'r lFTS; is a well-cstablished tield irr

iutcll'crtrnrctry. -f raditional nrcthocJs ol'lil'S rnvulve nl()ving rrlirr()rs iu :"r b:rsic
I\4ichelson intcrl'crorrreter. The rcsulting interfcr'ogranl recorded b1' thc cie-

tcctof is a lunction of the interferometer path differencc ilnd thc l'r'cqtrenct'ol'
tlru light sor.rrcu. Tlrat liecluenc) is rccovered hv liouricr trartsfurnt tccltniqucs.
Tlris indire'ct rrrethod is;larticularly uscfirl for ltrrv-light n'rcasurcnrunts irs all
thc'rn'uilirblc light is used. In thc past. this a(lvantagc uas r-tflset bv tirtte-
c()ll\rtnlrng c()nlputcr calculatr(lrls. With llr()rc nloclcr'r'l c()r1-lpr.rlcrs lltis is rttr
lrr1111g,' s,r ltrttitirtg. l\4ortrrcht0rttirt()fs iltL'exllcl'nCll- c()r'lln'r(rt'l spccl[()lll(:tcrs
tlrlt incolporillc u dispclsive elerncnt.'I-hc1" arc incxpcnsivc. casl'ttr usc attrl
culilrrrrte'. Florrcr,cr', only onc li'equcrrcv clrn [)u cxirnlincd at ir tintc.'l'lris lirnits
thc spectl lt shich x spcctrunr could be obtuincd u'ilh sur:h ln illsl r'r.ur')cr'lt

{l-\
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It is 1'lossible to ctrurbinc the advilntages in these instrurncnts with hetero-
dy'ning+ lechniques and the stability of a Sagnac colrmon path interferome.ler
to givc itrt inexpertsive eas1, tr) construct waverneter for nreasuring the ptru,er
spcctrunr o[ lasers.

] INSTRL]I\,I F.NT OPERATING PRINCI PLE

Thu lrrrsic r.tirtr ol'this cxpcrirner]l wils to de.sign and [ruild a \\,avclllctcr t()
cr:rrrrirrc rr:rrrou-bantl liglrt s()ul'ccs. A resolution ol'0'01 nrn \\'as rr:quircd uith
tlre ubilitv tr) cope rvith low intensity Iight sources witlr last-data acquisition.
lurtd stlble operalitrn.

Thc' lrasic clesign of l diffraction gratings intcrl^erorneter" wirs chosen lbr
cllietcul. !rrc ttl-[ight lud lbr incolpclrlting hctcrodyning tcchniqucs. Stuble
opclirtion rc'quirerncnts suggested ir Sagnac design for the interferometer with
a churge-corrpled device (CCD) ciln'leril as thr: sensor for last clata acquisition.

l-"igule I slro'uvs rr wil\,erncter rvitlr a difli'action grating (DG)as the disper-
:rrc elcrr.rr:ut.-fhc unglc irt w'hicl'r a bearl is relrlcted lronr the surfuce is

ir lirrtction ol'tltr-'incident rtngle ancl tlte light lrcunr frequenc,v.'l'he dilliactitrn
gruting carr trc p()sitiorrL'd so that at soule rel'erence l'retlr.renc1'the lirst-ordcr
t'efritcted lreirrns of the clockwise arrd anticlockuise incident beams will cxit
tlrc irttcrlcrr)n.lclcr in llirrallcl. Thc Lrcatrrs u'ill intcrfcrc'ctrustructively irt tlre
tlul;lul sL'nJ(rr trr forrn zcro fringes. Il'li-uht of er tlifTerent frcclucncy is thcn
crurrrirtcd. tltc bc'arrrs will cxit thc interlertrtnctcr at un angle to each other
causir-rg rr l'r-inge plltern to fornr, l-hc numlrcr ol'li'ingcs rvill indicatc lrorv [rr-

^'/

Luvu r
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l.ig, I .\s,r nrurttrui dutrliglurillion trf rhc rlturblc ilillreldl'io[ grutiltg S:rglurc tlltq li'rotilslcr

liont tlte refel'ence I'r'equc,ncy Lhe test so'urce is. Tlris spatial lreterodyning
tcchniquc allcrrvs us to $elect thE resoluti.on of :our instrunrent by using an

u'pproprittc lir:rc s,plruing in the diffruction grating. .

F{orvevef. rvlrilc this simple dasign detnonstratcs our technique in Principle.
in prrr',lice. the diffr,uction grittin-e doex not sit at a 45 arrgle causing one hearn

to br,' conpres$ed and the erlher to be, expunded. By inserting a ser:ond

diffr:rction grating into the interlerometer this cylindrical shearing can be
g()frCuted..

Operution of lhis configurrrtlon. shorvn in Fig. 3. is similar to liefnre except

r\u- rlorr: htrr,r-'ln:ic.c thc lttgulirr deviil:Lion t'rf the tican.l and hence polentiillly
rwicc' thc res(rlutiott. It irs important to note thnt the graling$ must be in these
lsymuretlic po*itions t() cnsurc lhat the besms will trc at anr rltngle tuith each

r)thcr n()1. just ttr thc illstru,m€nl uptic axis.

] THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT

The grating equntiou cien be expressed as foillnws,

sin /l - sin z = Il "-i
d

(ll

wlrcrc thc iloglc.{ rtre hbcllcd so llrat ll > r.,We n'ish trt know tltc c-hungc i.n

1-r its "'l ltlnctitrtt 1rf waveleflglh cf, Fig. -1. lr is !l ctrnslarlt. its z- cltltngle:r /l' u'ill
chirngu,givin-n u corrcsfton(lingnlteratitrn in /3. Tbir, urc:rrrs lhill lhc r:hiutge in
2.1 is a funclion rlf tlte itngular c'hange in f1 tluc tct lhr'dispersi:rtt't JI rlitlractinrr
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DGI

DG2

Fig.3. Clockrvise beant poth ncar the diFruction gritttng\.

grating DG / and the dispersion at diffraction grating DG? This is expressed in
ecln (l).

u:* Luz +'# o, (2)

Nt'rrv. fnr DG l. by differentiating the graring equarion w.r.t. zi gives.

l"ll ro,, tJ, =:

A/1 = r/ cos //,

F-rom lhc tc(lntelr\' it is ohtiotrs thal

L[]r: - 611,

- Lz
d co,s fl1

We nou,nesd to know 1122,'r'/ir. By clilTerentiatingcqn (l)w.r.t. /i1 lvc ohtain

.. iz,
c<ls/Jr - =:i cos.lr :0

('ll t

iz: _ cos [:
i ft, cos 7:

I

"i

1,l

1
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Output Fringes
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l'ig. J. t)utput frirrgcr rvith (()rrc$F(rndinE inlurfcr(rnrctcr hcirnr rlrvclron.tr.

Sirttilrrll. for DGl. by differentiating eqn (ll\r'.r.t, L wc 8el

-l

Sutrstituting in eqn (2) gives

c'17

?;-

- cos /tl

d cos 13

L) -Lj.+-dcos/l' dcosz3
A:r2 :

COS 2r

We make the approxinration that cosp, r cos;i, -coSa: ! cosls which
results irl

. - 2A;.

^o: ,/"*n
Arguing similarll' for thc anticlockrvisc bcanr tlrcta. the anglc betwcen thc
rval'efrnnt-s is

4Li.n-
(l cOS 'l

l-'r'rlut Lhis tlrc rrurnt:cr of fringcs se{en at the output can be calculated cf. Fig. .1.

ti, = 0D

4N.t)
" - )-tl cos z

Thc resolr.rtiou, rii, of the instrumcnt is delined as thc change in wavclength
rcquirctl to givc u chitngc in fringc nunrl'rcr. n, o[ r.ruc.

il).cos t
jlD
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'l'ltc I'rcc s1'rectrul rangc is a functiorr oI tlrc nunrber ol'clcrncnts. .V. iu thr:
rncusurinu sensor urrav ilnd the nyquist critel'ion:

I.-SR

NL r/ cos z

8D

t,stttg il ('('l) canrct'lt as tltc sctls()r rtrra\ ucrrubincd rvith u l'rtrtrc gfabt'rcr
givr,.s \' -- rll With it bcanr rvidth of l-5 rnnr. a 600 lineintnr diffrlction
,trrilting. iln(l ll wilvelcngth ol' 6-ii nru ths inslrument resolution is 0.0()9 nnr
rr'ith a frce spectral rangc. o[ ].-16 nnr. This is -iust u,ithin r)ut' st:.ltcd
rrtricct ilcs.

.I FXPI. RI N4FNTAI. I M I)LF,IVIEN'|ATION

Tltc irts{runrertt in Fig.2 rvas assemtrled on a light tatrlc rvith ucr viblltion
stal'rilisirtion. Thcr trvo difli'actiorr gratings used rvere recycled lionr rn olci pair
rrf tttrrttochl't)r'nators. The blltze angles were diffcrent as (-rnc was dc-signecl for
tltc visitrls spL'clrunt antl the othcr ftrr ultraviolet. This means that. tlre grating
cflicicncics at inti'lrred tr,lveletrgtlts \\,crc n()l thc surne. Llowcver, siuce [roth
trcitnts dillract ofl'both difll-action gratinEs thcn thev will lre of equal intensitv,
'l'ltrs ir irirstcful itt te rtrts ol'light br.rl gruplricirllv tlurrronstr-artus the irrscnsitiritr
trl'this ilttcrfer()lnelel dcsigtr to difl'erenuc's in the dilTritction gratings. -lhe

lllil\lnl[lln itpL'rtttle sizc is lir11ttcd tr1'thc conlpolleltts used. In this carse lhc
linritirrg litctof rvils 11'1c -i0 tutu uubc [re;rnrspliilcr-. An infralecl lirser diodc rvas
.uic.tu,.l .r: tltc tc\t niu f()\\ [runrl suLrrr;e.

'l-ltc ltscr diodg 11,i1q placed irt thc lircal point trl'tlrc input lcnli t() producc
Pllrrrc u;ncs.-flrc prcvit'rtrs ualcrrluliorts ltar'c assurned thll irll l5 nrrrr ol'lhc
lrcanr rr'idtlr ts inragcd onttl llte ('('l) cunrerlr. 

.l'hc 
aclivc arelr of lhc carnera is

(r x u 111,t,. fhc singlc r)tltpr"rt lens iruagcs thc frin-ses r-ltxvn to this size. Hou'-
c!cl. this itttptlses ii spltclical ttavc front shlpe onlrr tlrc planc rvuvcs. Sinsc
tlris is applicd c'cltralll to lrotlt trcants tlte intcrfcrcncc pitttct'n is rclrescutatir,c
ol.ttttlr lltc rttt!:tllitr displacc:ntcnt helu,ccn Ilre rvulc ll'r'rrrts. Hoivcrur. ir tnagni-
licirtr()n litut,rr'. r,r. r'nust bc irtcludcr.l irr tlrc r:cJrratio11. iL [rrr csirrnplc. [o uvoirl
Lrrilllxlnclll urlsc cf)ccts. lc.s ol tlrc l'r'ingc []itilcrn i.s irnitgccl rrrrtil lhc scuri-
c0tltl ttel trr- sL:ll\()l'.

ffl. !t)s i.
t'lt : 

----4Dnt

N..:1 it'
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lliuh-rrx,ltrttotr irrtctli'r<'m., slrr't'lt:rnn'l(r Jl9

Thc arr-culirr displacernent ol'the beunrs als() cil-rscs ir laterul sheirf bct\\'ccn thc
bcirnrs rvhcrr they ilrc recombined al. thc output. This shear is a functir.rn of
horv ftrr the beam has travelled and thc degree of angulitr displacenrent. and
llrc'rcltrrc. tlrc:rrrrrrunt trIshell is l funclion olfrcqucncl,. The outpttl lcns citn

he rr.scd uol onl-\'to resize thc irnage but also to nullify this shear.l'hat is, therc
e.rists ir plane in the c'rutput rvhcre the lateral shear is zero. Calculating this
point is not straightforward as tlre clockwisc irnd anticlockwise belrnrs lravcl
dill'erent distilnccs to thc imaging lcns.

l-'ol ctrhcrcnt light sources pruducing planc wavcs this shear does not
changc thc outpul li'inge prolile and can bc llrgel-v ignorcd. l-lorvcver. il'thc'
rvirlefrtrrrts rrrc n()l cluite plirnc. thc frirrge profile rvill lrc altered. For exunrplc.
if thc lighr s()urcc is nrlt well collirnated. shearing ol the now spltericitl
rvavcfronts u'ill carrse linear fringes to appear at the intc'rleronreter otttptlt.
'fhc linelr'l'riu-uus duc to thc ungulirr bcam displacelncl'rt lvill be indistin,euislt-
irhlc lirrrn those cluc to thc lateral shear. This additiorral source trfetror ntust
['re uorlsrdcrctl trltr:n uilllbrill.illts tlrc insLIurtrcll[. llr ()ur c)iperlnlellts tvu rcly trtl
thc careful positioning of the diodc at thc input lcrrs focus trl give ncar-plane
\\jlves- Tlr.'antourtI of shcur present is also snra]l as the angttlar hcant
clisplitccrttcrt( i: rcr'! srlrall.

g 3.5
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5 ('HARAC'TI.-RISATION OF'A LASER DIODE

lhc outl'lut ll'ortt u llrscl tliodc rr'a.s first s)ilnrinsd wrth a rnL)rlochron'litt()r
cl. l'rg. 5. 

-l'he laser frequency w?ls measured as a function ol' diode injec-
liort currcnt and lrctrcc laser diodc output power. Note that the laser diode
frequencv is a function of ternperature as well as injection current. The diode
rvus uscd without tcnrpellture stlbilisation and tlrcrelirrc this -craph is tnore
replcsenlativc thln (plilntitalive. The monochromatot' is able to rcsulvc tlrc
cenlrll laser lrcquencv but. of cr-lurse, the mode structure is nol revealed.

Figure (r sho*s the I-ast FtlurierTransftrrur (FFT)o[the data obtuined witlt
the cloublc-dilTraction grating instrurnent. The data was recorded fronr thc
CCD cnnrera rvith a frulne grabber controlled by thc c()mputer. A single lirre r-r[
tlre 5ll x 512 pixel array is translerred to the hard drive fol laler analysis.
Ii,r:al-tirnc displa-l oldatu is also possible. The output power trf the diode was
thcn rrllsred l}om apprtrrimately 0-5 mW in 100 stcps. Tltis was achieved by
chartging thc diode inlection current via a 0--5 V output signal lrotu an
'ru rlt'sLrc ttr cligitul board alstr controlled by thc c()nrputcr. Spatiul frequcnc-v

50 100 150 200
Spaiial Heterodyn€d Frequency (fringe number).

Fig.6

;2
o^-
3 2.5

flg
6
J

Normalised FFT with low frequency filtering.
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is plotted along the -t-axis and laser power along the .Ir-axis' The intensity ol'

light at a given frequency is represented as a grey scale from 0 to t in 256 steps,

high intensity being white. To compensate for the general low output intensity
at low power each line of data has been separately normalised. As a conse-
quence. background noise is much more apparent in the lower-power region.

Wc can clcarly see the multi-rrrode structure in the low-power regitln. As the

p()\rcI ilscs itbovc thc halfrvay ptlittt stttgle-m\)de r)perattiol'l ol' the lascr

c()nlnleltccs. A lurgc-nrrrdt-. htrp can be seen in this single-tnt-rtlc scction. Thesc'

rrhenrtntcna are well-known laser clraracteristics. lt is encouraging to see them
rescrlvr:cl by the interl'eroureter.'flte apparent hlurring rtnd bifurcation of the

nttrdcs at lo$ power is very interesting. This is most probably a result of the

laser modes jumping about in frequency on a time scale that is rnuclt faster

than the CCD carncra lrame acquisition time. This is not seen in the lrigher-
power region as the laser operltion is much more stable at these injection
current levels.

As a gross check on the calibration of the instrument the mode spacing
nreasured by the interferol'neter was compared to the typical spacing given in
thc lascr cliode spccifications. This was givetr as being between 0'3 and 0'4 nm.

On in'crirge. orlr rnearsurcd ntode spacing rvas 0'3-l rtrtl. Tltis was verv en-

u()uftrgtrl_q il\ lt cor]tirn'red in a small way our asriunrptions that thc input wavcs
ucru pllrrtc rrnci Ihut thc llttu'rll shcrtr n'as ttot catrsing nrrtj<lr errtlrs.

6 CONCLUSION

lly incorporating FTS techniclues with Hetcrodyning and a Sagnac ccrmm(tn
path interlerorleter wc wcre able to achieve out' goill of building a witvenleler
rvith a rcsolution of better than 0'0 I nrn. This rvas achicved r,vith iltcxpensivc
or recyclecl comp()nents. Staud oul features of this design arc the absence of
in1\ nrr)\l1r pllt\. tlrc rrrscnsilivit-\'t() dillercltcr-s irt the diffractiorr gtatine
sl]ccilicirlir'rns.:rntl thc stlbilitv ntlordecl [rv tlrc conu'uoll path clesign against
vibt'xti()n during IneusurL'mellt. C-crurputcr crrtrtrrtl enabled lasl datit aceltri-

-\ltrL)n \'*rth r)ll scrcen convcrsiorr lo thc frcqucncy dotnain. Thi,s lesultctl in the
quiuk casv characterisation of ir laser diode distingtrishing dL)t'nititls o[ rntrlti-
ttrode and single-nrode operation while locatirrg nrode hopping poitlts in the
powcr spcctnlrn as a l'unction ol'cliode injcction curt'cnt.
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OPTICS,,., LASERS

ENCIN;ERING
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A high-resolution spatial heterodyning
interference sPectrometer

T.L. Helg"'*, T.H. Barnes", T.C. Haskcllt'
, /,/r r r rr r l tqrilfint.,n!. jYr., Lr4,f(,firt-r, il .1ru'klund, Prirute Bog r|u ! q. .1uL'klililtl l ' ,\t'u 7-<'ultnd

"lruluttrirtl JIt'\t'Lttth t.tl P() llot.lllltt. Ittvr lTtrlt \tttTtuktntl

Absrracl

A nor.el spcctrorlrcterrvhich hls a rcsoltttion trf 0Ol-l nnt rvith high Lhrtrtrghprrt is describcd'
-flrc svstcnr uscs a fvliclrclsorr interferometcr in rvhich lhc ntirrors havc bccn rcpluccd rvttlr

l..itrro$-mounted cliffrucrion grlrrings. First-t-rrder diflracted trcums returnitrg frorn thc grittltlgs

interfcrc itt lltc ttrtcrfertr,o"rar.rutput to Produce i'l spntial interfcrrrgrum lvhich is lreterodynetl

irhout ilrr trplical frcqrrcncl tlctcrrnined b1 the scrring anglcs of thc griltirrgs. 'l'hc lrcterotlyning

proCcss learls t(' lnclcitscd ruSoluti0rr. trtri linritS the frec-spcctral raugc trf thc instrumcnt Lo' tn

'rur citsc.;rhcut I nm.'Ihis is suflicient ftrr uhirritcterizing nlrrrou-band sOttrces sttch as lascr

rlr,rcL'. \\'cprc\tlltl,hcllrcrrrvtrftrlrsriltirrntrflhcillstftln]cnllttttl sontc'satttplcspcctrltrbtlrilred

ll.rrrrr ;r sodrurrr \irp()r lantp, ir Hr'Nc rhsclrirrgr:. ullcl a 67(l nrn diodc' li'rscr' t l99[i F-lscvier

Scrcncc l-trl. .\ll rrg.lrt. Id\cr\c(i.

l. Introduction

r'hc clcsrgri and tlcr'cloptnctll ()f -spectrosctrpi'; insll'trttlcnts is a wcll-cstublishctl f icld

[ | ] ln thel micl-l9E(]s- thc tlcvcloFnlenl ol llhotodiode array Ftrttrier tr;ttlsltrrttt

rpcctromctc|s [3.3.] prttdtrccrl tnstruments rvhiclr lracl tltc throughput irdvalltagcs oI

slit-lcs: l.'ouricr lrangf6rm $pcctromcfcrs illlcl Lrvclcillltg mally rrf thC mechanicnl

plolrlc.nrs 6f errnr,Cnligttltl scunnilg instt'tttttcrtts bascd on lVliClrClstln inlcrleronrcttrs'

In tlrcsc iustrunrclts, tlre otltput intcr'fcrtrgrarn u'as displayu'd in spllcc h.v tilting or

triln\lilttng ()lle (tf thc intcrlcrrlrtlgtCf llllrIoIi ilnd tlrCn tletcr:tccl u'itlt ;r phottrtlicldc

.rrr:r.r Altht,uglr the rnrrltiplcr lttlvitntagc' ol'singlc-dclce tor scunttittg ittstrttnltttts rvits

l,rrt rrrrcl sprctr-irl rcsplrrti,itr rr1s sorncwhitt lrnrrtcd. tttcsc intct'[crt\llltjt(:rt cott]tl opr:r-

Jtc ilt lll!ll tltr.ttshput llt thc \tslblc rcgtott Rcsr'lrltl()ll \\lt\ ill)l)rtr\crl h\ lllcl'cit\lll-{

'(r'ilc\llr'tl(lltl* xtrtllrtr Icl
tllr,r nhr.rtrrllrrrrl.tc.ttr

{ll-l:-llfrt, ,rt ! rc( lr(rlt It.lllct
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tltc mrt.tinttttrr path diflcruncc in thc svstcnl. irncl thcn holographicalh hetcrodvpilg
thc hish sl):rtiill frcqucncics in lhc intcrfcrosrarn dor.vn to frcclutncics wlrich rvcrc
d.'tcrt:rlrlr"'hl thc f'lrotrrdiodc irrnrl [.11. ln nrorc rcccllt w()rk. dilTrlctiurr gnrlrnqs \vcrc
introduced into a Sagnac ln(erferomctcr to achievc thc sarnrc cll-ccr [5].

lrr firrl. tlrc idcu of using difl'rlction grutin_gs in an intcr.fcrtrntctric spcctronrctcr is
rlL)l ltc\\. Itt tltc SlSAfvt spcuLrorllctcr [6], the rnirrors irr a fVlichclst.rn intcrlcrornutcr
s'erc leplaced rvith difrracrion grarings to makc a novcl high-throughput. ehoppcll.
dispcr.sirc spcctromctcr. ln this papcr. rvc- dcscribc a systen'l in whiclr thc rnirrors pI
l Illichelsorr intcrlcromctcr arc alstl replaced by diffruction gratings but. in conrrn<trr
tvith thc hctcrodyned photodiode array spsctronrelers referred to abovc. tlre inslru-
rrrcrrt disPl:.rvs a hctcrrrdyncd spatial inrcrfcrogram wlrich is dcrcctcd bv a rnultipixel
dctcctor. 1'ltc hetcrodynirrg-uivcs higdr rcsolution (tt thc cxpcnsc o[lrcc spcctral rungcl
u'tllt high througlrput cl)ntFarcd to;l grating inslrunrent o[cornparable res1rltrtiort. Wc
tlcscrilrc thc tltcory- of opcrltion of the instruurcnt. its thLoughput linritltious. uutJ
llruscnl lcsttltr rvlriclr dcnrorrstlatc its caFlbilitv for high-rcsoltr(ion spcutr.osct,py.

2. Optical s]'!itcm

'fhc optical systcrn Lr[ thc instnnnent is showu in Fig. l. Li-eht frorn an cxtcndcd
sottrr:c is collinratcd before pussing into a Michelson inlerfcrorncter rvherc tlrc nrrrrors
arc rcpl:rced bt Litlrorv-moultted ciiffraction griuings.'thc path dill'erence in the
s\'slutn is zcr() in thc cctrtcr of thc gratings. An output irluging lens inragcs rhc plane in

Photodiode
Array

Detector

--tril
Output Wavetronts

from the Interferometer

At lhe Liltfow Wavelength:

_ (A)

-- 

(B)

Ai wavelengths shorter than the
Liltrow Wavelength:

><;;

.J
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I.t:q, 1- Ar,tliles iit thr: s.vslcrn,:u iyi.(\uft:n8lh.\ (illler lhtrn rhc hgtcrodylld $illclcn8ltl-

n [rc[ ecr rr putli rlill'rrcllcu ecc.ur$ onto,ir photodiodc urruy detector: therctr.l' milrinri?--

,ing,laterirl shcar be twsclt thc interfering beams. The outpul from thc pht'rtodiode arra-v

deter:tnr lirr our cil,ce. il CCD.caiuera,} is proeetsed by cornputcr.
'l'lrc grlrt irtg unElg't detcfmine the lraterod5'ne wayelength at $hicll lhe two oulpul

beirnrx arc dlftiircred hoek fi:6m lheir gratirtgs at [he ssmc anglc with I'esFecl rc tlre
ol'rtic [o givc fi:ingr's Of 7:er0 spatiol frcqusncy. lt the gratings havc thg-same linc

vplcirirg and arc sct a,r th{x sirms angle. tllr: hctcrrrrtlync w4vclength:s&tisfie.s the Littiou'
clntlitir.rn for thc -erdrirlgs. utrd rva.L'efr(rnls originuting from ttn on-axis p.oint on thc

x(rurcg are F{raUul to t:*sh o['lr+:r und lravcl Ftorallcl to tbc trplic ilxis qt the oulput' At

rrhrrr rt'ar'ulen$hs. thc d,iflnaorion nngles'frorn tlrc grgtinres changc in opporite dircc-

li$ns t6 prodrlsc an irt1gl(' bctrveen the outptrl mavclirorlt$ whieh depcrrds ()ll tltc
eliffcrsncc tntwcc.n opura-tin,e itnd lreaerodync wovelqngths os shorvr in rht Fig' 3-

Tltt nrr rii.\rll i{ trr ;r11rr'l1rt.g irn inlr-ifcrogram rvhich is lpitt.illl-t hclerotl-r'trud aholtl
lll^c hctr:.r'yel.irtu q.!,rcldrrls,illil. \\)trj lh.ilt lrrtvulangtl'ts ilbrlve itirtl lbElrrlv tttc hetclorll'nr:
trrlrch:r,rgrlr girc llrc $t,nrc rnrtgc o[ frirgc lieqtrone cr" trnr!, this arnbiguit} nrusl bc

tlken i.nto acco,unt try offsotting tlte heterotlyrre waveleugtlr with respacl lo lhc

t|trurCC s]poctl':Ulll.

3, Tbeory

!l. Resolntion and.frce speclrdl rrrrtgc

'Ihc resglutiort of the instfg;11e$t mny bc t'asily $ilctililtcd hy rclelcnee lO Fig. 1'

llcr.c. the rn,o rUlfirrctirrn grillings. tvith lirc spauing t{r. /j. rvitlt tlottriillli tcl ill d4ltlcii
-tt.1tit,ttllurrllllr,rrrr,tlrl{r.rcl an{,rll-itxi:\inprrtrllitirtitr'ch'u.gtlt'[.rr!i\('olllFl:llt'ilvr
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d auglus p 1- f, tu their respcctivc normqls,'fhe angle bet\e'€en output wa.r,elronts. {l- is
thercforc:

tl'- t1- fir+zr-lln (ll

tt ltr'r't' tltr' ;l nSlc\ irr( rul4r to(l tr) th'u $ l,l vcltngth und grir ting linc spi,rci'ng, irt tlrc gf utin-u
crluirlr(rn:

*in z-r * sin fl, : i..rfu cte (?)

ln ordcr rr,r c0lculirtc the otltput fnnge spocing at this +vav'r:length. \$e d,$s'iinrc lhul
lrotlr grutings alu set lo the salue anglc r and havc the sarne linr. spaci1tg d. Further. we
drcliuc lhc hctcrrrdlns wlvclenglh i1,trl tre tltc n:arrelcngth s:rti*fying thcr Lil.,trorv
,rordilion at thc gratings:

it, : \l silt z ,or: sirr l = i,r,,,'1d (lt

Assuming thflt thc irttcrferorneter always opBratcr at wavelengths close to the
hetcrodvnc rvllvclEn-sllr. t'hs angle betrvecn the outptlt trt:anrs at wavelenglh L nray bc
firund approximately by diffcrentiating thc grating cquation. substituting intr.r Eq. (ll
abol:rr und expressing Lin terms o[ the b,crerodyne wavcleugth as

(r+

so thc I'riqgc spatial ft'eguency rrt this wavelength is:

1t). - )-,.\
l-. ! -.'\pot - ,. ;-:--' r/2.1" | - i,i 4!/:

;rrt.d thc nuntlrr.r rrI ftin-ets inrirgccl uctr.rss lhc 4"1cu11rr is

Nr,,n*.. - 11,,,,, l) * , ]llt:-lt:, (51

.lz,1,rl-e.i-l:lr

*nhe.rc /D'is lhe inlcrt'cromelcr apErlu,rc r;ir.c- "l-he rrrstrlutiori of tlic instrurncnl ma-r: be
deli n(ld as t hat w3rvelength. chrnge rvhiclr ulters the number of fringes by I I assuming
n'c ttsc sliln:dilncl ljoltricl tcihnique$ te {ld$l!'ric thc liringe,patlernl. n,ndi is tllere'fore

Ar. =,ali - l.ol :'{4ti=E___1_v_ ---,,:_._ (6)

lf t.hc cXctugtr-rr has .,V1yo, pbotodiodcs. tlre ffer spcctfirl r:un8c r,lI thc irnstrtinrcnt miu' be

(41

calculartsd lrt:m the Nyquist critc"rion:

rVr.,rrst.rrr,6:it = lr*purl 4s:

\.,,., . \ 11..,1121,. 
'l-- t:

l' S 1111.,,.;*,,*,1, - ; Al = -rr--.1;-------r- r7l
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l-yprcal villltcs for Az- ttrtj ['-SRn,,*..r*ns,r, n]ay bc cillctllatcd asstllrlipg:' Lr, = 600 nm'

rt = 0.t{ll Fm (1100 lincs/rnm graiingl. D: 25 mm. N : -sll. rvhich Sives

Ai. : 9.-'l x l0- l nnr iltd FSR11,.*";rngrrt :2.4 nnl. This is cOntpurablc tu thc SOgnac

hctcrodvnc intcrferometer we describcd previously [5] and is suitable lbr characlertz-

ing tlre nrodc speclra of laser diodcs.

-i.). Tltruugltpttt

Alrhough ()ur pt'lrltiu-\, applicution fol this inlcrfclonrcter rvus cltitritclurizittiott trI

llrscr diodcs. thc pcrfornrirnce of the inslrumcnl rvhcn used with un extcndcd sourcc ls

lnrp(rrtin1t. I-lclc. rvc c(rulparr.. the throughput of thc inslrulllct'lt lo thilt (l[ ll Sr:ltiltg
\ncct r() nlc tcr ol' ctrnrplt t'a blc rcsol ut io r1,

Whcn tlrr. inslnrnrctrt is used with an urtcnde(l ntouochrotllittic sol'trcc os

slrrrrrrr i1 ljig. L tlrc anglc ltct$ccn thc output ra-vs virries dcpcntling otr tl'lc ilngls

rlrc ilpur rit) ntilkes rvith thc optic ilxis in thc lateral direction.lt lhc input ol
lhc itrtcrfcrrrrleter. This is bccausc tfie two gratings are oriented rvitlt eippositc tilts

llt thc t\t () iltlc'rfcronrctcr arnrs. Fig. I sholvs the rclativc positions ol' thc lwo

grirtulgs its scctl by an trhscrvcr looking into the interfcromctcr beanrsplltter. As the

inlrrrt arrgle. 2., in4reusts lor one of the gratings. thc cgrresponding inl]trt
angle zx ritt'rr,rr.,it.s [or thc other grating. The grlrting cquatitut is nonlinear in

;tnglc. itn(l so lhc anglc between rhr: output wavefronts.0- varies rvitlr the direction

oI tlrc in1.lrrt ra1,- Agairr. assuming tlrat tlre gratings arc ldcntical and set at thu

sarlc anglc z thc variation of {) rvith input irnglc in the latcral dircction,t/,' citn hc

sltrt* n ttt hc:

:\li = slll

) sirt

au('l the virnirtion of frir-rge spatill li'cclucnc] ls

tr,,,,,, - l''" '(l; sinrz r +r) r '.in '('; sin(z r/,,)

l.sin

\\'rtlr an c-\tcndc(|. sputrlrlly incohercnt ntrrnocltrolnatic sortrcr:. tltc ltttcrlctrrgratn

rrbscrr.r:d *ill hc rhc incohcrcnt sum o[ fring.'s lt:sulting lrtrnt cvcr]' []t)lnt olt tltc
s(r1t'cc. l'hcrc ivill lhcrcforc bc a rangc of frcqucrrcv coml)()tlcnls prcsclll dr:pelrding on

thc cxlcnt 6fthe snurcc. aud tlrc net rcsult is that tlre \pcctrfil linc rccovr:rctl h1 l'ottrier
tritn$fortll:lti()n rvill lrc trroadcrred. As a rcrtrgh critcriott fot'cstitrtaltng tltc tttasitrtunr
allou,irhlc strurcc sizc. wc assunlc tlrrrt tlrc speclrun'r should hc [rroat[:nctl l:tt'Iltr ttlorc

,l/.' 'f ; sttt lt. + {tl
l(l

'(', - srn{zt )
\(l I

'(i - r'"r', )

r sirr '(i; .,,,,, ,/,,)
(8t

r9r
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Beamsplrtter

OulOornq
Ftays

Oplic Axrs

Incomrng
Ray

Gratrng lB)

C0llrnlalrog
L ens Gralrng (Ai

l tg i. \',rrt;rltrrn .rf rrr!:lc trctrcot rrulitul lrcrnts J5 J luncll(rn ol'lirlcral iulrl \crltr:xl InFtrl r:t\ atngl(s,

tltlttt tltu l'c\(rlUti()tl lttuil tlcrrrrltl aftptc: i.c. hingc spatial flcqUcncV vut.i*ti()ns duc to
sottrcc sizc slrotrltl circ risL' lr) tt() nl(')rc thrn onL- cxtrit (or fervcrl lrinses acrtrss thc ficld
,,1- ' rr'u T lr.rt i-

DA/.u.,,: ll .,,'

(l0l

l't-!,tll tllli. \\c c:ttt c:tlcttlulc tltc ntl-rrrnurn lllrrrllhlc v:rluc rrl vr. l-tg .l slir s,s lltc
\itrlillt()lt rrl l) l/q,.,, rrith ri' lilr tIC irrtcr[crOn]clCr nlflltTrctcrs userl in tltr: crarnplc
tci()luti()n uillctrlirtt(rn :rhor,c. lhc raluc ol r;,r rr.hich chlngcs thc nurnbcr ol'frirrgcs
itcr()\\ tllc ticltl hr rrttc is O.(ltli5 r'1{ BirilrJ it t()lul 1ri1lu$lc irngtrlur iuput rulrlc rtf
().t) | | r';rrl

Itshould trc nrrtctl thi.tt thc htcrrl trrtcnsrtl'disrribution ilcross Lhc sourcc:rllcc(s tlrc
\Prj!lrirl lrrrc Irrolilc Irt(|tllrccr,l lrl.tltc instrurile'trl. I.rtr.J prtrc nt(,r.lr.rctil.ot.I]atiu s(rur-crj.
ctch clcnrcntul rcrlic:rl strip ol thc sour"cc givcs lr fretluencl romponcnt in thc
\Drctrtrlll rthosc li'ctlttcncl is n()n-linculll rclatcd to r[. rhc itn_qlc lhilt 1r_r,s |rrrtn rhu
slriP nlnLg with thc ofllic u\ir aftt-'r thc inptrt collimator lcrrs. iln(l wl.tosc ntirgnitLrdc
dcPctrcls r)ll thc tlrtcltsil-1, 1r[ thL' strip. lt is;rlso u,orth noting tlrat il thc r.clarionslriP
l)cl$ccrl lt-iutc flcrluuncl lncl r/r rtcrc lirrc;rr'. thc lilc lrrolilc lypuld bc Silt-s[ape{ [gr
il lltll[r)rnr s()tlrL'c. lltrr\'cvcr. lltc rrott-lirtcllit_r ol Eq, (9f \yith rp gircs a dilTcr.cnt ltrolilc.
illrritr.rtctl ilr l:i:r. :. rrlrrclr rr;rr,rht;rincd lrr rrrrnrr:rical rirnul:rtion. Thc:rsvrlrncrr.rc
Itttc ltt'olilc ts tr frte:rl.

I ltc ltrtttc c\telll (rl tltc strrtrcc rn Ihc !crlrcitl titrcctrrrn lirrthcr brt,arlcrts rl.)L.cr.t.ill
littu. nlcitsttrctl rvith lhc ittstrttt'ttcut. Il'irrput llys t(r thc instrrrrnr:nt mlrkc u11 illtplc:,t(r
Illr (tpltc:trts ttt thr'vcrlicul rlrrcctiorr, tlrcn thc lrrngc spatial li.crprr,:nc:v rr,rll 6c
rrrrrtltlicrt [)\ ;t [.tut(]l uos ,. [:crlilrsc ol'thc gurrrrrc.tr-rc clrirnpc irr nirtlt tcngth ;rt an\ l)r)uil
rtr llrc liekl \\ltll \(rliuill;rttglc.'lhrs hrrs rro clh:cl:tt tllc h(:tcro(lrrte rr,:rr.clcrrglI rr'lrcrc
lll\: (r(llst!ltlS sitvcll'oltt.s lrrc Darullcl rin(l llrc frrrt$c slrntiirl licqucrrcr is zurrr rrr irrrl

-/,' 11,,' '-. ..,-

.lt- \'\t - tin(' +'/')J +

I si. '('; ,'",rr )l . 
'

t," '(; - sinrz - ,Pt)

I

r.J

,l
t

,
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Ghangerin;
nurflber
of lringes
aefosa
dstector

l-rg t. V;rriltirrn of nqnhux nf liingeri in lhe interIef.rgt4m of a $onochromulic sourus lr l luttc.tinn rrf

let$rdl xn$lc tscs tcxt for iritdiltroulclct ntr4tniclers.l

+-,--!ro ?0 .x, {c til!

ogtical fre.quency (Arb- unltst

l-.ig.5 Callculttirrn.(r{thpiilStsuff€n,lrelinorui'!tbtl(lion.'\rypic:|ls'sF*etot{'linc*hu;rttllrr',toNlinitc5trurLl'

ca$c. bu! itrtrp:ttuces- d fiaogg of fringe lrcq.Ueneies into the i,n$rfe,rogtanr rrt oth6r

11,u!,!.lengths. Breraderling will bc grealesr at the limlt of the lrce spccrral r.luge. i.s- al
l lr+lc,lc.rtgtlt ul

' ['{p"1tlra.1'I=E14;E
"t r ___LD _

A-ssrrming ryn,-altis fayl in the latcral direction, rve ca$ uow cclculatq rhe ray engle in

Itllc vetticul directiclrt rcquired to c,lrange th.e num,ber of fringes ftcrosri thc field by Onc-

1nd Hs ilbrl\rs trlkr t his €$ ttrc input anglc lirnit. -Ihc 
n rlrnhcr tlf lringes ncntss the

dc.to'ito,r ut rhis wsvdength is simplyi N6.y'? arrd the nnrilxinrunr allolvcd \'tilus (tf i ili

t36
Latoral lnput Angle Ged)
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thcrclirrc givL'lt by

)'r"',,-c()s;',< 
r iln

l;or thc intcrfL-rornctcr pilrarnclers uscd abovc. thc rrraxirnunr ullc:rva[rle virluc of ;. is
(i.0Slt rud giving :r tottl input angula r rangc in thc vcrtical direction of 0. | 76 rad. lf wc
irssulttc lr 75 rttnt ftrc:rl lcttgth ucrllintrting Icns. the rcsolutron x lumint'rsit1 product ol'
tlris inslrunrcnt is approx. 63t)00mnr: sr u,hich cc)nlpares vcry l'irvorablr rvitlr thc
ritluc tll itpprox. 40() mnrr sr rvhich would bc obtirincd with a grating spcctrollretcr o[
the sanrc inpul itpcrturc.

4. Iixperimrnt and results

'l'hc o;-rticll srstcnt shos,n in Fig. I r"us constructed. Thc collinratitu lcns hud
l liruul lcngth of 75 nrnr. the instrumcnt itpcrlure rvas 25 nrrn. and the gratings rvcrc
ll(!0 Iincs,'nrnr rcpliclr gratings blazed for 7tl0nm. Thc grating angle-s wcrc r,aricd
dcpending on the rcquircd hetcrodyne wavelength. Thc bcamsplittcr was a platc
bcamsplittcr rvith a rnatched compen.sator clirninatcd thc cffects o[ substrale disper-
siun. Thu dctccttrr rvas a CCD carncril and inti:rlerograrns were analyzed using ln
llJM I'('conlpatible c()r'ltputcr ecluippcd witlr l -tll x 512 pixel framc grabbcr which
digitizcd to x hits.

.\n estcudctl *'lirtc-lrght sr)urcc i\i.l$ uscd lirst. irnd this gavc an interlclogranr
corrsisting ol a sinBlc lrirrgc centerd orr the zero palh dilTcrencc.

lcst\ \tut t tltctr carltcd r)ut \\lth it J()drunr dischurgu larlp.'l-hu lanrp rvas pllccd
l-rchirrd l l.-i nrnr dnttrtctcr pinholc in thc local planc o[ thc collinratine lens. to linrrt
tltc tltput itngular rungc t(t tlrc- intcr[crontutcr and irrr-rid [rrtraclcnurg thc spectral lines
too llrrrcll.-fltis coLlcsprrrtds ttr ln in1:rrt artgull: rnngc ol().01 rarl. srtnrcrvha( rrtrrt.c. irr
thc lltcral dircction. tltart tltat calculatcd in tlrc scction on tlrroughput abtrve . Sonrc
rlcgludation rrf spt:clrll rusolution wlls thcreforL'to bc urpcctrjd. -l-hc instrurncnt rtils
lilst irdjustcrl l'or nrininrunr shcar h-v foclrsrng thc outPut inruging systcnr lo givc
Ittarinrttnt l'ringe uontrast. Instrutncntal resolution \vas thcn cstinratcd lronr thr:
tt.tc;tsurcd sl)cctritl Iinc rr'idth. and tlrc llcc spr:ctlal nl4,c l'ron1 thc doLrblct lirrc splcrng
in thc spcctrurn.'l'lrc spcctrunl otrtaincd is shrxvn in !jig. 6. itnd rcsolutr()lt lnd FSR
datrr arc givcn iu Trblc l. Notc lhat the spcclral lines show lhc typical !rs-\'rnnrctric
pro(ilcs prcclictcd bv calcularion. Thc larnp uscd for tlris cxpcrimcnr g]ati I higlr-
prcssurc Na discharge lanrp itttd sigrti{icurrt trroirdcning (!l'thc linr-.s rviis obscrvcd ls
tltc llrttp \.trtltuil up, l'hu (lirt;r gl\cn itbovc n,crc takcn rrhi[. tlrc. larrtp rrus still corrl.

'l-lre glorv discharge li'onr a llrrNc lasel was also clanrinect with thc systcnr.'Table
I u.nrpirrcs thc krrown lntl nrc'asurcd u'avclcngths of thc l-ft: arrcl Nc lines. Thc
wavclcngth crror incrcascd at tvavclcngths far fronr thc Na lines which had |ccn rrscd
[or calibration [rut is still rilthcr stnoll.

f inall-v. thc instrunrerrl rvas ttscd tn characlerizc thc changes in urodc ripcctrunr ls
it fttnction of outpttt porver fronr l I rrrW (r70 nm lasc-r diodc. ln thc rccl rcsrol ol'thc

"_t
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\l)c\lullr lhd !ller'r'cticul rcsr)luti()ll ol thc instrutTlcnt \\ it.\ 0.()l-i nnr. rlolc than
ldcquittc tr) irbscf vc tltcse nrode chilllErcs. Rapicl acquisition ol'tlle speclr.t llcilitutcd
f.rtt c;tlihlrtti,rrl .\f thc clir.tlus. F'ig.7 sltnws thc sPcctrum nreasurl.d ll los outprrt
nrrucr\.'l'lrc ,.'nsct o[ lrtsirrg and nrultirrrodc operntion typical o[ lascr diorles opcratillg
,rl lrrtt |rrr,tcrs ir clcut'l-r'qltorvtr 'T'lrc ntodu sPitcitrg of tlrc tliorlc tvas 0. 1l5 nrtr. ljig. S

shrrtrs lhc outl)ut sl)ecllull'l ilt highcl powcr lcvels. As thc otrtput pole'r incrcascs. lhc
tnodus chitngc- licqucncy sliglttll'. and one mode cvcntulrllv becomcs donlinlnt while
thc otltcrs tlir: lrvat. At a cct'tnin po\rcr lcvcl. dcpcnden( on ti:nlpcralurc. thc ll'c(lrcncv
ol thc dourittant nrode hops irbout 4 nrode spacirrgs. i.c. t).44i nm.'

5. Conclusion

\\'e hlvc dcsr:ribcd a high-r:csolution spatially hcterodyned photodiodc urrlr
I oulrcr transfolm lipectronreter with hi-eh throughput. Our instrument typicully has
rr rcsolution o[0.0] nrn $ith il frcc spcctral range of 2.4 nm. Thc tlrroughpr,rt is ahout
Lrt.l tuncr tltat o[l grutin-c spcctronlctcr with sinrilar resolution, and dotil ilur[risitrr)n
i. p1''.i[r[s'in rcal tinrc using a frame grabber and f$st PC. We demonstrilted thc
uuP;rl11l11y of rlur systenr by measuring the spectra of sodium and HcNc dischilrgcs.
lnd chilractcrizing the changes iu the mode spectrum from a visible lascr cliodc irs
rr llrnctron of output power.
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(rl'l't(:..\|. HH\:ll.:lv Vill. .t, l.'iJ.: t1997) :tlst :ltrjl

Small Deformation lVleasurements of Diffuse Objects: Phase Stepping by
Frequencl' Drift of a He-Ne Laser'
-l'rrra l-, I lt r.r,., lirrn ll ll,rtrsts' anrl 'l'inr (i ll.\snt.:t-l.'
I'hJ,rkt l\'t\trlnhr(. l.:nnt'f3 Q .ln'Ihnal, IItz,an-Itq !M,tr.,lr/Lrn,l I:r. )t,wlotd. :Nar.Z&,l.rr,! lnr.itxh lrl
Inhrttdl lit:+rtrth. l\nwn- Ihtt :tr JIt\ I'nt\l' llnu. S,-r it'ulanl
!lti.r\.rl (\k,lr Ll. lll{{,. ..\,..tkd I rrr.rrrlxr x. l:t{rJ

\Yr rlt*crih'r srrrrple plriu.stcpping nr'c!|.irr!"rfrromctcr nirh lnrgc ptth difiercncc, in r*hiclr phlsr
m<xluhtton i" rthilvt,d h;.. th.'nnal 1".'<Fr..nc.r'drift ,rf the IIc.N. lighr rrurcc-'l'lris ssstcrrr i-{ cnsl k' sd rrp,

rtFrirc. rrr slrrrrliv/ (rurpoilrrrt\. rs rnlrrlrrn. ltrrrr rIr.r.flrcts,'f picr,; artuarnr hrltrrc-sis. rr1.l i' tapnll..rrl
prrrlurtng phr:r rrurpn irr rvlrich rhr'l!'rsr tr lcss rlriln I Zll,l.

Iicl torrls r

l. lnlrrllurtiun

I'lraw'stepping spcckle interferr:nrdr)- ts il vcry \r(ll-
Itrrosn tt'chnirluc rvhich lrrrr becn studicd lrtcrsirtll- ior
ilrany \'(flrs. nilve{rr, $ost plr:L\r''s(r'llprng intcrfcr-
uoluturs usc slxr:illizcr{ piezo lctrrators lrr achicvc plrasr
trrodulittion. and rhes" rrrrst lx.trlibnrrrrl clrefrrlll- md
sodlclirni:$ *uffcr {rorrr (uB(Telrtablf hystcrcsis. Another
clegant srlutron rs l(, usc iln interferornctcr rvith a lar1|c,
fircxl, prrh rliffrrcncr in addkion ro plrnsc chmgs
intnxlucql h.r distunions of the objcct undcr nlcasure.
nrcnt, ancl to dritr this riiith a runablc lruqrr difilc.'' Th.'
rlirilc frcrluvrrr'.r. is rrrosr srrilply runcd bl dranging rlrr
injtctrrrr <rrrrt.nt, and u it drres sr' lhc lrhau oI tlrr intrr-
ferorncter is suurned ullouring lthmr stuppin!{ $ith n(,
6or,i116 purtr. Ctrntrnl o[ thc {requcrrcl of rlre diodr is
itttp,,rtrnt Ir r{rlrr tr, ileltit r,'ilr1'rtrilr(. krl'rrn, phar" st.,l's
turd tlris is oftrrr rIlr. using a r.c<rnrl rrrrnitrrring interfrr,
(rDl.'k'r. (x strbilisinr tlr, ditrlc rrrth a tunlbk' r.xtrrnal
AErting.rr!,it1'

.\lthrrrgh 63(lrrrrr h*,r diodr* har.r rert'rrrl\, h*rrnrt
ltailrblc, nro\t l[ ll]r*. :\'sl(a]t\ aic ti?fJnnr ur !lrglr
r\;rrrl\'rr.(lh lu-r-, rrrirkirrf tlri ilrstrr[11r.:1t dilhtrrh t,, rliplr
urd ust.. I h'rr,. $e drscrilt x s\-saelrl rrhiclr ttxs thc
tlutl( ir{rh' thL nrrrl fnrlrrrncy- tlrr[r ol I tii{l rwrr l lr-"l-c
I:sr-r 1,, u'lrL.rr. Plrlsr. .t..Ppirg. -1'hr irttrrcrur rrrrgc of
thc. lL.Nc l.Lwr iF lnuch inrrll.,r (rltrill lilJ(l i\{l lz r-r
oplxrscd to 5' l0'r l.lz or greatcr) than thar lf fl hs'r rlirxlr,
and sr tlrr interferrlrr.{cr parlr t{iffcrrncc nrrrst lr rnuch
Lr'-qrr ()th.r rliffcrr.rxr.r rrr thar tll llr...\r lav.r usrrlllr
rrlx.riltifs rtrl thrrr nr rrrrrr hngituttinrl tnoclts. trrd Lh<

lrrrIn ncl rlrjlt ir rrrrrtinlnrrrr tillh..r Iltill '1cP rrrsr. Nunr-
thelrss. rvr.shrrrt lhat it is rrrsill- possiblt,t,r pnrducc a
.1rr4,lr rrrt',rlr.r,'rrrr.tr'r r:rgrrlrlr rtl nt"tt*rrrrtr'a l,',t rr,solrr-
tirrrr ,rl lrttgr tlrarr I -{l.l using rrun-s1*cralizcrl urrrrlrt
nrlrts th;rl art to ll.lrlrntl in alnrost a[r rIttics laL,rrlt,tN.

' l'rr v.rrtll rr l!tr' lur{ rr!xrrnul \\',r\"h,rr.rr tnr, rt', r.,ru"rn r l \\ l
'1rl;r, Atr(0{::; it, \rilrtrLr. JnF$r

ll. l'rinciplc

Figurc I shurrs our optiqol sl'sl€m, It consisls of lw(l
intrrfrrunctcrs drivcn frour th( sune polrizad l'lc-Nc
la*.r. One interfcronreter is u*tl to mrke rlrt acruul
Dls&\u r(mBnts { tbc'Itteasrrn:rrrent Jnlcrfcmmctcr' }, ts h i le

tlrc uthcr ltht.'Contrnt lnt.,rfcn,rndrlr'J is usd trr nronitot
rhc frcqucncl'of tlr.'la*r;rnd triggcr a fmne gmbbcr t,r
iakc intcnsity disrributiuns fr,r,rr the masurement inter.
fcromdrr.

Tlrr mezsuremetrt interl'crometer is a rn<xli6sl lVlach.

Zrndrr syscrn, using trvo uneurted gla*s bcrrmsplittes trr
nrr:irnizc thc rmounr of light ou tlrr ttst objec( iurd

nraintain apJrroximatrl-r tlrt correct h€arn ft{io ;rt th(
outprt chorge rouplcl device (CCl)) erncra. 'l'hc rctr
surfoces o( both bumsplittcr$ ore cooted s'ith anti
rcflctri.lr Llratirgs to rrirrirnizr. rDurir.rus rc6cctiorr:, .'\

t$.!Lar! afo!.rl inraging sl,stenr rvith a pinh<,lc at tht'fd(irs
t'f thc first lcns is used to fornr R nragnift<l irrrngr: o[ rhr
rrlrjcrt <m thc catrEra t]rrcugh the *cond bartrrplttt,-r.
whih.contollirrg rlrr sprckle sizr to h'r rilthrr lnrgcr thilrr
orl( (nrn(ril ptsel. I'irrc tt<'inr tralattc| is rclttr:r,.1 ttsiltg tr*,,
;rljrrrrrlrl, lrrlatisrrs rn tlrr rcirrrre,' ;rtttr ,rl tlt, rtrl,'ri, r.

or)l(rlcr, anrl tltc otcrall lasc. rrutliltt ;rArtr tncl- h| nri.

.irrsn<l rvith ,r treul@l densit)' 6ltcr to avt'id.,r"rhrrrding th
('(:lr.

'l'hc,nrtput pol'cr of rlrc Lrs,r rs l()rn\\'. antl rlx,
unlspandsl trm is u*d to illtrnrrnart' a 2 nrnr diatrtrt<r
spot on thc objcct. Horvcvr,r, it is rvonh nolirrl3 [lrat tltc
frrll rl1'uanric rrngc of thc ('llrlr:rir rs trvi(l \'ltltr tll(' trf(ltrirl
clcnsi$' filtrr is srr ttr (ratrsnrit hxs tltltt I -t(Ih ,.,t rh:
{rlrtput fxrNcr o[ the tasor. ltr'lrahl.: rtrorsurtrrlrnts \rrnrki
lx' possilrlc \sith up ttr 10rnnr rliurnrter rtl thl oh1cct

illrrnrinat c<1.

Control of the s1-st<rrr is a(hicvcd usitrg r courlriunlr{nl
o[ flirll- r..rll-knorvn tcchni<1ucs.'l'lrc ct,rrtrr,l rrrtr,rl"r.
om(trr is a sirrrplc lvlichclsrrr intcrfcron]r'tcr rvhich tt+'s
thc trosmitlol rcfcrrttr: br,arrr lrrrrrr the stctrnd lx,anrrplit.
tcr.'l'h! Eilh dillcrcncc of lhc trxrn()l itrtcrft-rotnett'r is
:rdlustcd rr, lx.rractll- ll tlnrrs thlt o[ thr rneasrrrcrnrnt
io(,,rfcrrrmctct, WIren tll. larur frcqucncy changes such
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Frx, !. ltlrlr rluparn of thc .'lsd]qi( slllclr .,I drc rrildluffilst.

rhll| onc lriqtc psr in thr mrrrrql int{'d€rometlr. u

pham. cbnngc of 2; il lras lhr:re'frrq g crrned in the
flrsurdl&tbr lilertreiometul :mrtr rriggcr,iiS fromc grrba
trn rqcdtsirc qr|rlrol intorlcrcinidu lringe cllortt impltr
msrlatiot of a th$e-slqp phasc shifiing algurithm.

Thr pcrsing,ofrrotrnJ interfpqpnutrer ffine6 k dete$ed
l4- vibnting unu of tfts mirrors nt I klilz vith .un amplitude
of clxurt l(l mr uing a crrrde. tmolibmted pim attuctor.
.-\ltlrrrrgtt r('c' rl{Lrl x pi(v.r, thp *ilnt df'{dl siluld &
irclrwrd hy dithsdrls thu lirrprac5 of thc l[.*r .agtllr
usn!$ [n ilcrtustte tliu$ducs. 'flls t{ccl of this,itl to
superiorpri*: a I klrb AC. tornpehertl od tlre:(afitrrl inter.
lcftrmctcr detrcror ourprit sigrml, Thc amplitudt o{ this
shsrdl rletrurdr on llrc mntm,l intctfeiirhetei phast (ind
thcrelors orr thr !a.*r frnlucncyl. aad the ph*tlifr.tencc

lirtr:rca:n ir uid the pie:m dririql rignal su'itche* h1' r rm
sucmitc half fritrgrs, lfhe.pieru.rlt'ive sigtul is thcrufort
usad.*s thc {gfseocp for a lcch4n aurplifi*r whox tnput is

rht detcotor orrtput ifinnl *r uhor+n in Fig- 9r A courputcr
rnoriors the loc[.in autprlt lnd figt{erc tfur. frarn l|mhtrer
oD thrm.$cacalirs poSiri\e.goin[ zom cnr*rirrgs, In tliir
way, !h,{gq ogtput imumity distribrrlimrs lru,rl.r(aintd l'rm
rhs nmuleroenr inrerfor$urets nt intert'als of !a it rn

pha*, lndepmdent (f the her outpur inrt|rsil)-.
The patb.d6crcrrcc rallo lt(tnocl nrr'.lsuredent {id

@ntr,Dl idtsr{smrndef-s ir i.nperrrglL Ore n ric mmrol
interferorogrer rfrirrors wfi mou!ilud on' l'.cl(de, The co{tr-

Furd! we [he[ u6eil r.) rcpestddly tJgicr trvo triune gg*ts
66Ff9{d!d by thrft stltrdl interfeitrioctcr fri'ngpsi ffid fic
.lbgifio.n o'f thc nri*or aLliqited unril thq itrtdqsity dlsiribu.



lllt Olrl't(:r\l- l(LVtE\\ \',t1. ,1. N''. :: (Ir7l

tion$ $erc irlurrtirrrl. lt slroultl lx trotul tlut trlthouglr rrc
r:lrosc to implcmcnt tr thru str:p algorithnr thd $nrr
sysl,(rr could in prirrciplc be usd fur rlgorithnrs rrith un
arbirrdl- nunbcr of equalll {ncKl ntpps.

[lost I lr.Nt hr*r's trpcratc (r] nlt'r( than onc lungitudi.
nrl qrudc, illd nltsrrrenrant-\ indicatrd rhat our prrticrtlrtr
las.r (0-,1 m crrity htgth) opcrat<d on I <rr 5 mulcs
dcpending orr thrir cx{ct posiliun undcr lh( gqin curue.
\\tc rherclorc rnadc sure rlrat thc lrnth dilfrrcnce in the
tlil!ilsuranrrrt rntr.rfrrrrrrr,trr rtrs rqtral trr rurc ritvitt
trrurrd-rip lcrrgth of thc hsr'r sr that the hirrgcr frorn all
lt'u1r' rvcr., ll \\'l' lrt.rrisnr. and rtr' .'lttattt,.d high c,,u.

trast intrrfcftllcr.

:1. lleNt' l:r$.r ( htrtrctori$tis and Spciul (irnsidem-
tions

ln this rcctirnr. \sc Lunsi(lsr $nrc \'fIcfls of t h* He.Nt
hser rhrrartcrrrtrc: ,trr tlrc opccrti,rr o[ lhis tlp! u[ inrcr.
{rrrurct*r, \\'c consider tlrc cllccr oI thr firritc grabbing
lirrrr o[ thc frrmc grlbbcr, dlcrrlat.f thc cliffcrcnlial phasc

shrft lr:tstrrr irdjaerrt Lrtgnudinnl nrod* r'f tlre lagr', and
rrrtsirlrr thc r'[f".ct ,rf l;s<.r irttensitl' ch:utges.

l. Scln Spud

ll! trutsrdt'rrng thr |llr* o[ r:lr;rrrgr'. rr.:rrttt lun{tlr trr
h*r frrqucncy. il rs cst to rlrorv that thr pltnsc sltilt irr

tltt rnuasutcnrunt intcrft'nrmctcr qusrd ltt a lt'rtgth
, lrlrrgr,

l/ r; rtr, Lr- 1 .-;1,1r1 1- 4irr.rr tN

, , ZaL,nJI.t+ (L,.tL. . JI.tt ' rr r

.'lrrrr, ,l- ir thc irrlcrfr.rrrnetcr patlr differcoce, I is thc
l*sur tnri!1' round trip piltlr l(rglh, lr r' tht hsr:r longittr'
rlirrll rrrrL trllcr rrtrrnbrr,

JL L,a)L, (ll
rrlreru, r. i: thc r-rlunsitur crrcfliciertt of tlrr llr*r tult glc-s
( :r.--uJi), JT is tlrc olvity turnpctflturr clrugt -

rnrl: I j;. t3l

rrlr.r,,,l r. tlr' l.rrrr r..:nrlcngth.
(irnrhirririg tlr,:s.. sr firnl tlrr rulrnrrring itllr.r[srilretcr

pllrsr shttt t,' l,c-

.,, 2il"J7 . (.t)JwI

Irr our uxc, /.. /,. lJ.$ rn rrrd ,l liU.tl nnr. !\'c linrl Lhm

il temprtatur( clrangc of ll,4lC is sullicient t{) scln thc
rneasurcnrcnr intericrumcter tluough ?r.

'fherr.is rctualll-a lxrtuntial prohlen ltr<., lx.rausc rlrg
{rarlr grlblx.r ttkcr rrp to .10 ms t() .lcquir., rrr inrflgc, huI
tlr l;n{ ftt'1u.n.t- tLrci rrrn tltl) \{annltll clurin;,g tlrir
tinrr'. 'flrrs tln ;rrtlrtttally intnrduct pltasc crrors, sr rrc
nlcnrrrr{l rh. nrllirrrunr riltc art Nhich lhc las.r scnns ort
\\irror.ulr. \\'itlr,rur scl!t||. lh(.IuIrrrIrIl rirtt for t[r(
ruri!{tttrrtrrrls irt(trfcrr,nrtlct to *'rrr thruu8lr:ju Nils jl $.

giring n rnasinrrnr pllil\c crtir rrr rnt rtrlr ,rf l. lfil,l duc
trr tlris r[trt, l'lrr.. thr cflct rrf air rrrrbul"rcr. slxtkL.

'1.1.. llt:r,; .1 d./.

der:orrekrtion lx.trtccrr acquiring phu nltp, ull(l lu'r
intensit:- fluctttrtiuns rvere probilll lhc nain ctrus(+ ilf
crrors illd noi* in lhc systs[r.

i'r. llilfoentid Phasc lihifts lht*ten Adjrccnt lrrngilu'
dinll itkxlrs

.l'h.'rvtvelengths of :rdjeccnt modu from thc lrtxr art
rrqt quite thc srm:, and tlris irtrtxluccs a lrht* difiercncc

bctrven frings [rom uljacut tn,rds u thcy ffin ifl thc

tric&sttr(allenl intcr(crotrrc&'r- Ily tonsiclcring the [rc'
qucncl- changcs of ndjatrut nrtxles ar tllr l3a'r t(ruptri|1urc
cltnttgr.s. it ru bc shorrn tltat tht tlrf{vrctttiirl pltlv sr:atr

lrt'trtotrr tltctn in !hc trt.'asurcmeut intcrltrollh{t1. .ltJdrr.
is gi'.rr lr5':

al.tdir 2"LfJ7 
{51

ln our ca*. rhrs i* 0.titl l(l "'1. rshtuh is ctlnllt:tcl-t ncgli'
giblc.

$. La*r Inlonsitl l{uclmtinns

As nrult s rlrift irr ond (ut o[ th( lirsct g:rtn curvt , thc

ilrtput inlenritJ- llucuatcs.lighrll-. aBd this {ls{} itrtr(!
rhn'tr crrrrs, \\c rrcr.' utl)t't c{)ilccrirdl lhtrtt tltis ls t}tc
inttnsil! fluduerei ntosl s tlle lnscr is Nafmin{ rtl'

prnrsr:I1, tht tintc rthen rve tltlkr tutllturcrttenlr n' lhr
frrqu.tt.'1 \cnns! llo\vcl(r' ftrr ,rltr ltscr. nltasttrcnr(ntts
rtr,rrrrrl .rrpri.irrut-\' r'hirt lhe nn: intInsitT lltrttttrltirtr rt^'
$lnn-ss lcs than :f',, during rhis pcriocl' I'rr'lrsbli tlrc la*r
avity length rcns rurh rhat. u onc mtxlt drifred ,'ut of th.
gain cu^.r another tyils jusr c<xnitt11 in st akut the Rmc
intoruitl giviog rilnlosl ?.err net chitngr:,:l9i rms intensit]"
!.diatian on thc lirtr intttrsitr gll1i! lcir tlloll I Jo.l ph.Lq'

(rrrrr.nl tlrc liDal rcsillt-

7. .\ir'l'urbulcnte
(Jttr inrerferttlctcr is nrore su*epliblc lr'' grr ttrrhlleltrr

thiln most phn$e slrppinta intcrferomctcs bcc[rr*" t'f thr
tinrc talclr lil ruqrtift a dilh sel lus{tirlll iilt{ttlr li,
Llnfortunately it i" difftculL t() spec(l llris up' lt rniglrr btr

po*silrlc, for cxanrplc, tu strilin th( lwcr trlr. sltll:l l)lizt'
fir cltcrrorrragtr,'tic nc'l(trilot lrr ilLbir\-(' Illt lI$lltt IlfI scilll'

but thix ilnntcdiarely rc.luircr tllc (ullstrtr.li')lr r)l sp'
cialized cquipmcnt, rvhiclr ru, wirhtd ttr ittt'xl.

Instrqd, \rc cheched ench data *t lr-{<'re '.'llctrlltirrrr rrf

the plra*'. We clid this [r1'grabbinl lirur inragcs lir.ni thc

lnrerferometer an(l cotnpilritrg tlrc irltctrsiti' rlistnlrutitlrs
irr the ls ud ,lth inrage. lf lJ0; ,rr morc of thc pi*t'ls has

le* than l0?" dif{ercncc bctrvetrr tltc trttt irnugts' rvc

arsunrcd that turbulencc'c{fects rvcrc xrrull,tntl n'(nl oll lrr
mlcuLue th. plrit* nra1r. ll tlr" hscr ftt'qrrcrrcf iltrlrgt't
tlrrn-rnr[<tl,:ttittll]'rh!'rf $ill bc a phlse dillcrcrr':' l''-

t*wr (hc lsl .n(l 4tlr irnages rrf otld integrrrl rrrultiplt'' rrl

1.6.'lhr chcck firr air trlilrultttn't!ill al$, rlct(rd llltr
urt(rt. lhc cluta xt is rlist'url,rl iln(l n nfrv diltil srt ts

rcqttired and chcckcd. \Ve foul(l th.tt' {{r tvcrigc' i{lxrtrt

hnlf uf thc rlatl srts rvu'e gosl.
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Latelal x-y prrcl posrlmn

Ii|{. ;i l]hn!.rhti('(rrr! rrrrp ilharrrt rvlnar rlh ulrfrr $r! rih((l
Flr, 5.

LileElr.t prxd Ftnmn

I'hltc.diilcntc* rrrrp ohtsingl rrhrr: the clunp *.rs rirlrt.
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lirg. I llirt,,grrnr tlrr''rq nus"

Lale.al x'y 9usl posrlEn

I"ig ti Phrx.{rfftrcnuc nr*p slvnrrrA rllstr,niur rf r pirr,r lruttrrr
lrpplicd urltogc: lftlv Lv'I-

srnrplc- Ijigura 4 shorvs I hist')grarn 'rl tlrc pi.tcl phasu
talucr r,htaincrl aflet subtnrction of r lcast.syrrrucs'lirrcd
planc lrotrr thc rlata irr Fig.3- l'his shus's tlrat tlr.noisr: in
thc svslcnr rs less tlran ilO nm. l:igurr .i shorrs tlrr phlsr-
cliffcrcnt:c ntap obtuinrl rrlrcrr tlrc clirrrp ro riglrrcrrcrl
lrtrvtrn [lking thc nrrr dura rLr.'l lr,. rrrr iacr',i I hr slri nti
stcel hls borved orrt h].. abqnrr iil)Orrnr. iur<l rhr. rrrig, rs ar

alxrut the srm.'levcl.
ljinnllr', *r (lclnnnstnrt,(l tor{r:urrtrrurts t;rLr.rL rrrr ;r

'rcal' olrjcrt l:y lookir4J rt tlr( rl(.fnrrlnirrn ,rf a piczct
'buttorr' uf th< hind u*d in corrrputcr l>uzzcrr crc. 'l'h<,

button consisted of a circllar vlab oi piezo matcflal *.10

mnr in diruneter bondetl to u lrras. shect. Again, rrc
meisured the tleforttrntiorr crver r 2.!rnnr lrcrr rn lht.
middlc of thc'button. Figurc ti shus's rhc rc*rlt obtairr*d
rvherc it $n lx sccrr that. althouglr tlrc clcfcnrratprr .rrs
onl-v lfil nm, it rvrrs r:asily dctct:tcrl by lh, s-vstcrr.

l). (irndusiuns

\Vt havc.slrorvrr lrorr a simpl,, phar.slrifting ir*cr{rr.
rtrrcier nttt' br onstructed uting n lIt.Nc lax:r, rrlrerc thc
phav' nrorlukrtion is achicvsl lry using thc tlrcrnral frc-
qucrrcl rlrifi of the lascr irr euujtrncliorr rvitlr I largc prtlt
cli(lererrcr. A *rc<:rrtl intcrfrr()rnclrr rtas rrsc<l to rr:onitrrr

\. litsull*
\t( lir*t tr{r{l tlrr trrrt'rfcronrr{cr Nirh r sirnlrlc rih. ,r,

that tc rrlrkl :r*.ss tlrr noisc in thc systcnt. j\ pic(E of
sprtllX !t(.(l \tri rlt,!DtL(l in I chrrrp, wltir,ll $ts iI tulrl
lrllrl orr I kinlrtr;rtir rrr.runt lrirh ir rlep irf lnvdonr (rih irr
t \1r,ltrril t(rts, rrrrl linrfal lhtbli(rr,n rI tllrr(. (llrccu(rllf l.'I'h( sitl r(ls 1t;rittttrl nr:ilt whits tu girr I gurr! rigrrll
brrk into Ilrr: intcrfr.roructgr. i\rr inirial ph;rse nrilll s,fls
tik.r, rl(- {t,a.l thrrl tiltrrl orr rlrr. kirrrnrtrc rrrtrrrt. :ur<l r
.econd maP taku. l-lrc phntc rlillcrcner hctNrr.n lh., ts1r
rnaps ls thcn tilken {rll a pisul.by.pixe,l bnsis. ond a v(q.
simpk. snrrxrthing llgorithm applicd lx-fore unrvropping.
Sinc and (irsinrs rlisrrilnrrierns of ths Rrv pltar.dilTcrrnct
ulrlr *urc takcfl, rur(l tlrcn cach smrrotht.rl by r:onvrrlvirtA
rvith a trvrr.dirrrcnsiomtl top-hat fundiorr.'I'lrt srnootlrcd
Sinl arrrl (-'rrsins rlistribrrtiorrs rvtre then uscd ro cllctrl:rtcd
tlrr linrl rrrrtFtrl phu.-differcnce disrrilrrrtinn shrrrring !h<.
rlts(oniru r,f th" strrftt*, g.hich *rr rl* unrrraplnl rrsing
strurlarrl tt.tlrniqrtts. I.or tlrrsr rFxJurfmcnt\ lvr to{rk
rlata 'rrcr lrr arriry rr{ til . lil prrul* crrtcring rr rlgir rr Z . l!
ttllr.rt llr(,rtrrrlrle arxl frruDrl tl 0ffrsr-lt)- to \Il!rillt r,rrt
a il.il prs..r,l ilrlx k' r,lxlin rcliahl<, rrnrrrapping.

I rArtrr ll .lrlrtr rlt.. plut.r.rlrltrr.rr,r.rruLp oln;tiuurl lur I
trlt r,f alrrrrr l.i rrrir.rrlrs ovur tlrs illrrnrinattrl ;u.c rrf tlrt,
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thc frcr;uerrrl rrf thu lur and trigger ncquisition of inten.
irt-\ ilritlrlrurtrnr$ l{rr procq\rlrg rrto phux.nrrqrs. lly suit.
ablc adjmunrnr of thc ntio o[ lnth dillerence in the trvo
intcrlcrunrrtcs plnw. srrpping algorithnrs with uy [um-
lrcr of oluall;- sprcxl (in phu) wplw nray hc used.

-\rLn"$ kdrnrots

\\i rr, rnr frrl r'! thf Lir;r..rgtr ll irr.lllmrl xul tlrt i-fn

't,L llru, d 0l

Z.olmd lmthuc of lndwrirl Rermh for rul4rrn wlriclt nwlr this
srtl, gnrrlit

llBf!rcns6

ll K. Crcorh: l}qir.r rr qa{ri: cd, li. W<'lf lElxdt'r. .\rn*cr'
dam, llBS) Vol. 26, p. 3l&

2l P, Hariharu, E.F, orcbud N. Bronr: Opt. C{(trtrrun ll (l9l€l
:!$.

itl Y, lsfiii: Opt. la** Ers. l.l (lugll '4lir.
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